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In learning their native language� children develop a remarkable set of
capabilities� They acquire knowledge and skills that enable them to pro�
duce and comprehend an inde�nite number of novel utterances� and to
make quite subtle judgments about certain of their properties� The ma�
jor goal of psycholinguistic research is to devise an explanatory account
of the mental operations that underlie these linguistic abilities�
In pursuing this goal� we have adopted what we call the Competence

Hypothesis as a methodological principle� We assume that an explana�
tory model of human language performance will incorporate a theoreti�
cally justi�ed representation of the native speaker�s linguistic knowledge
�a grammar� as a component separate both from the computational mech�
anisms that operate on it �a processor� and from other nongrammatical
processing parameters that might in�uence the processor�s behavior�� To
a certain extent the various components that we postulate can be studied
independently� guided where appropriate by the well�established methods
and evaluation standards of linguistics� computer science� and experimen�
tal psychology� However� the requirement that the various components
ultimately must �t together in a consistent and coherent model imposes
even stronger constraints on their structure and operation�
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This paper presents a formalism for representing the native speaker�s
syntactic knowledge� In keeping with the Competence Hypothesis� this
formalism� called lexical�functional grammar �LFG�� has been designed
to serve as a medium for expressing and explaining important general�
izations about the syntax of human languages and thus to serve as a
vehicle for independent linguistic research� Of equal signi�cance� it is a
restricted� mathematically tractable notation for which simple� psycholog�
ically plausible processing mechanisms can be de�ned� Lexical�functional
grammar has evolved both from previous research within the transforma�
tional framework �e�g�� Bresnan �	
�� and from earlier computational and
psycholinguistic investigations �Woods �	
� Kaplan �	
�� �	
�� �	
�a
Wanner and Maratsos �	
���
The fundamental problem for a theory of syntax is to characterize the

mapping between semantic predicate�argument relationships and the sur�
face word and phrase con�gurations by which they are expressed� This
mapping is su�ciently complex that it cannot be characterized in a simple�
unadorned phrase structure formalism� a single set of predicate�argument
relations can be realized in many di�erent phrase structures �e�g�� ac�
tive and passive constructions�� and a single phrase structure can express
several di�erent semantic relations� as in cases of ambiguity� In lexical�
functional grammar� this correspondence is de�ned in two stages� Lexical
entries specify a direct mapping between semantic arguments and con�
�gurations of surface grammatical functions� Syntactic rules then iden�
tify these surface functions with particular morphological and constituent
structure con�gurations� Alternative realizations may result from alter�
native speci�cations at either stage of the correspondence� Moreover�
grammatical speci�cations impose well�formedness conditions on both the
functional and constituent structures of sentences�
The present paper is concerned with the grammatical formalism it�

self its linguistic� computational� and psychological motivation are dealt
with in separate papers� In the next several sections we introduce the
formal objects of our theory� discuss the relationships among them� and
de�ne the notation and operations for describing and manipulating them�
Illustrations in these and later sections show possible LFG solutions to
various problems of linguistic description� Section � considers the func�
tional requirements that strings with valid constituent structures must
satisfy� Section � summarizes arguments for the independence of the con�
stituent� functional� and semantic levels of representation� In Section 

we introduce and discuss the formal apparatus for characterizing long�
distance grammatical dependencies� We leave to the end the question of
our system�s generative power� We prove in Section � that despite their
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linguistic expressiveness� lexical�functional grammars are not as powerful
as unrestricted rewriting systems�

� Constituent structures and functional structures

A lexical�functional grammar assigns two levels of syntactic description
to every sentence of a language� Phrase structure con�gurations are
represented in a constituent structure� A constituent structure �or �c�
structure�� is a conventional phrase structure tree� a well�formed labeled
bracketing that indicates the super�cial arrangement of words and phrases
in the sentence� This is the representation on which phonological interpre�
tation operates to produce phonetic strings� Surface grammatical func�
tions are represented explicitly at the other level of description� called
functional structure� The functional structure ��f�structure�� provides a
precise characterization of such traditional syntactic notions as subject�
�understood� subject� object� complement� and adjunct� The f�structure
is the sole input to the semantic component� which may either translate
the f�structure into the appropriate formulas in some logical language or
provide an immediate model�theoretic interpretation for it�
Constituent structures are formally quite di�erent from functional

structures� C�structures are de�ned in terms of syntactic categories� ter�
minal strings� and their dominance and precedence relationships� whereas
f�structures are composed of grammatical function names� semantic forms�
and feature symbols� F�structures �and c�structures� are also distinct
from semantic translations and interpretations� in which� for example�
quanti�er�scope ambiguities are resolved� By formally distinguishing
these levels of representation� our theory attempts to separate those gram�
matical phenomena that are purely syntactic �involving only c�structures
and f�structures� from those that are purely lexical �involving lexical en�
tries before they are inserted into c�structures and f�structures� or se�
mantic �for example� involving logical inference�� Our framework thus
facilitates an empirically motivated division of labor between the lexical�
syntactic� semantic� and phonological components of a grammar�
A c�structure is determined by a grammar that characterizes all pos�

sible surface structures for a language� This grammar is expressed in a
slightly modi�ed context�free formalism or a formally equivalent speci��
cation such as a recursive transition network �Woods �	
� Kaplan �	
���
For example� the ordinary rewriting procedure for context�free grammars
would assign the c�structure ��� to the sentence ���� given the rules in ����

��� a� S �� NP VP

b� NP �� Det N

c� VP �� V NP NP
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��� A girl handed the baby a toy�

��� S

NP VP

Det N V NP NP

Det N Det N

A girl handed the baby a toy

We emphasize that c�structure nodes can be derived only by phrase struc�
ture rules such as ��a�b�c�� There are no deletion or movement operations
which could� for example� form the double�NP sequence from a phrase
structure with a to prepositional phrase� Such mechanisms are unneces�
sary in LFG because we do not map between semantically and phonolog�
ically interpretable levels of phrase structure� Semantic interpretation is
de�ned on functional structure� not on the phrase structure representation
that is the domain of phonological interpretation�
The functional structure for a sentence encodes its meaningful gram�

matical relations and provides su�cient information for the semantic com�
ponent to determine the appropriate predicate�argument formulas� The
f�structure for ��� would indicate that the girl noun phrase is the gram�
matical subject� handed conveys the semantic predicate� the baby NP is
the grammatical object� and toy serves as the second grammatical object�
The f�structure represents this information as a set of ordered pairs each of
which consists of an attribute and a speci�cation of that attribute�s value
for this sentence� An attribute is the name of a grammatical function or
feature �subj� pred� obj� num� case� etc��� There are three primitive
types of values�

��� a� Simple symbols

b� Semantic forms that govern the process of semantic interpre�
tation

c� Subsidiary f�structures� sets of ordered pairs representing com�
plexes of internal functions�

A fourth type of value� sets of symbols� semantic forms� or f�structures�
is also permitted� We will discuss this type when we consider the gram�
matical treatment of adjuncts�
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Given possibility ��c�� an f�structure is in e�ect a hierarchy of at�
tribute�value pairs� We write an f�structure by arranging its pairs verti�
cally inside square brackets with the attribute and value of a single pair
placed on a horizontal line� The following is a plausible f�structure for
sentence ����

��� �
����������������

subj

�
spec a
num sg
pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� obj��i �

obj

�
spec the
num sg

pred �baby�

�

obj�

�
spec a
num sg
pred �toy�

�

�
����������������

In this structure� the tense attribute has the simple symbol value past
pairs with this kind of value represent syntactic �features�� Grammatical
functions have subsidiary f�structure values� as illustrated by the subject
function in this example�

��� �
spec a
num sg
pred �girl�

�

The attributes spec �speci�er� and num mark embedded features with
the symbol values a and sg respectively�
The quoted values of the pred attributes are semantic forms� Se�

mantic forms usually arise in the lexicon� and are carried along by the
syntactic component as unanalyzable atomic elements� just like simple
symbols� When the f�structure is semantically interpreted� these forms
are treated as patterns for composing the logical formulas encoding the
meaning of the sentence� Thus� the semantic interpretation for this sen�
tence is obtained from the value of its pred attribute� the semantic form
in �
��

�
� �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� obj��i �

This is a predicate�argument expression containing the semantic predicate
name �hand� followed by an argument�list speci�cation enclosed in angle�

�Semantic forms with a lexical source are often called lexical forms� Less commonly�
semantic forms are produced by syntactic rules� for example� to represent unexpressed
pronouns this will be illustrated in Section � in the discussion of English imperative
subjects�
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brackets�� The argument�list speci�cation de�nes a mapping between the
logical or thematic arguments of the three�place predicate �hand� �e�g�
agent� theme� and goal� and the grammatical functions of the f�structure�
The parenthetic expressions signify that the �rst argument position of that
predicate is �lled by the formula that results from interpreting the subj
function of the sentence� the formula from the obj� is substituted in the
second argument position� and so on� The formula for the embedded subj
f�structure is determined by its pred value� the semantic form �girl�� �Girl�
does not have an argument�list because it does not apply to arguments
speci�ed by other grammatical functions� It is a predicate on individuals
in the logical universe of discourse quanti�ed by information derived from
the spec feature��

There are very strong compatibility requirements between a seman�
tic form and the f�structure in which it appears� Loosely speaking� all
the functions mentioned in the semantic form must be included in the
f�structure� and all functions with subsidiary f�structure values must be
mentioned in the semantic form� A given semantic form is in e�ect com�
patible with only one set of grammatical functions �although these may
be associated with several di�erent c�structures�� Thus the semantic form
in ��� is not compatible with the grammatical functions in ��� because
it does not mention the obj� function but does specify �� to obj�� the
object of the preposition to�

��� �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� to obj�i �

This semantic form is compatible instead with the functions in the f�
structure �	��

�The angle�brackets correspond to the parentheses in the logical language that would
ordinarily be used to denote the application of a predicate to its arguments� We use
angle�brackets in order to distinguish the semantic parentheses from the parentheses
of our syntactic formalism�
�This paper is not concernedwith the details of the semantic translationprocedure for

NP�s� and the speci�cations for the spec and commonnoun pred features are simpli�ed
accordingly� With more elaborate expressions for these features� NP�s can also be
translated into a higher�order intensional logic by a general substitution procedure�
For instance� suppose that the symbol a is taken as an abbreviation for the semantic
form

��Q��P��x�hQ�x�� P �x�i�

which represents the meaning of an existential quanti�er� and suppose that �girl� is
replaced by the expression ��� spec�hgirl�i�� Then the translation for the subj f�
structure would be a formula in which the quanti�er is applied to the common noun
meaning� See Halvorsen ����
� for an extensive discussion of f�structure translation
and interpretation�
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�	� �
������������������

subj

�
spec a
num sg
pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� to obj�i �

obj

�
spec a
num sg
pred �toy�

�

to

�
��
pcase to

obj

�
spec the
num sg

pred �baby�

����

�
������������������

We show in Section � how this f�structure is assigned to the NP�to�NP
sentence �����

���� A girl handed a toy to the baby�

This f�structure� with ��� as its pred value� de�nes girl � baby � and toy

as the agent� goal� and theme arguments of �hand�� just as in ���� The
native speaker�s paraphrase intuitions concerning ��� and ���� are thus
accurately expressed� This account of the English dative alternation is
possible because our grammatical functions subj� obj� to obj� etc�� de�
note surface grammatical relationships� not the underlying� logical rela�
tionships commonly represented in transformational deep structures�
The semantic forms �
� and ��� are found in alternative entries of the

lexical item handed � re�ecting the fact that the predicate �hand� permits
the alternative surface realizations ��� and ����� among others� Of course�
many other verbs in the lexicon are similar to handed in having separate
entries along the lines of �
� and ���� Our theory captures the systematic
connection between NP�NP and NP�to�NP constructions by means of a
lexical redundancy rule of the sort suggested by Bresnan ��	
�� �	��c��
The semantic form �
� results from applying the �dativizing� lexical rule
shown in ���� to the semantic form in ����

���� �� obj� �� �� obj��
�� to obj� �� �� obj�

According to this rule� a word with a lexical entry containing the speci�ca�
tions �� obj� and �� to obj� may have another entry in which �� obj��
appears in place of �� obj� and �� obj� appears in place of �� to obj��
It is important to note that these relation�changing rules are not ap�

plied in the syntactic derivation of individual sentences� They merely
express patterns of redundancy that obtain among large but �nite classes
of lexical entries and presumably simplify the child�s language�acquisition
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task �see Pinker �	�� for discussion�� Indeed� just as our formalism ad�
mits no rules for transforming c�structures� it embodies a similar prohi�
bition against syntactic manipulations of function assignments and func�
tion�argument mappings�

���� Direct Syntactic Encoding

No rule of syntax may replace one function name by another�

This principle is an immediate consequence of the Uniqueness Condition�
which is stated in the next section� The principle of direct syntactic en�
coding sharpens the distinction between two classes of rules� rules that
change relations are lexical and range over �nite sets� while syntactic
rules that project onto an in�nite set of sentences preserve grammatical
relations�� Our restrictions on the expressive power of syntactic rules
guarantee that a sentence�s grammatical functions are �visible� directly
in the surface structure and thus a�ord certain computational and psy�
chological advantages�

� Functional descriptions

A string�s constituent structure is generated by a context�free c�structure
grammar� That grammar is augmented so that it also produces a �nite
collection of statements specifying various properties of the string�s f�
structure� The set of such statements� called the functional description
��f�description�� of the string� serves as an intermediary between the c�
structure and the f�structure�
The statements of an f�description can be used in two ways� They

can be applied to a particular f�structure to decide whether or not it
has all the properties required by the grammar� If so� the candidate f�
structure may be taken as the f�structure that the grammar assigns to the
string� The f�description may also be used in a constructive mode� the
statements support a set of inferences by which an f�structure satisfying
the grammar�s requirements may be synthesized� The f�description is thus
analogous to a set of simultaneous equations in elementary algebra that
express properties of certain unknown numbers� Such equations may be
used to validate a proposed solution� or they may be solved by means
of arithmetic inference rules �canceling� substitution of equals for equals�
etc�� to discover the particular numbers for which the equations are true�
In line with this analogy� this section presents an algebraic formalism for
representing an f�description�

�This correlationof rule properties is a signi�cantdi�erencebetween lexical�functional
grammar and Relational Grammar �see for example the papers in Perlmutter ���
��
The two approaches are similar� however� in the emphasis they place on grammatical
relations� Bell ������ o�ers a more extensive comparison of the two theories�
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The statements in an f�description and the inferences that may be
drawn from them depend crucially on the following axiom�

���� Uniqueness

In a given f�structure a particular attribute may have at most one
value�

This condition makes it possible to describe an f�structure by specifying
the �unique� values of the grammatical functions of which it is composed�
Thus� if we let the variables f� and f� stand for unknown f�structures�
the following statements have a clear interpretation�

���� a� the subj of f� � f�

b� the spec of f� � a

c� the num of f� � sg

d� the pred of f� � �girl�

In fact� these statements are true if f� and f� are the f�structures ���
and ���� and the statements in ���� may thus be considered a part of the
f�description of sentence ����
We have de�ned a functional structure as a set of ordered pairs satisfy�

ing the Uniqueness Condition ����� We now observe that this is precisely
the standard de�nition of a mathematical function� There is a systematic
ambiguity in our use of the word function� an f�structure is a mathe�
matical function that represents the grammatical functions of a sentence�
This coincidence provides a more conventional terminology for formulat�
ing the statements of an f�description� For example� statement ���c� can
be paraphrased as ���a�� and this can be stated more formally using the
familiar parenthesis notation to indicate the application of a function to
an argument� as in ���b��

���� a� The function f� is such that applying it to the argument num
yields the value sg�

b� f��num� � sg

Thus� the statements of an f�description are simply equations that de�
scribe the values obtained by various function applications� Unlike the
typical functions of elementary algebra� an f�structure is a function with
a �nite domain and range and thus can be de�ned by a �nite table of ar�
guments and values� as represented in our square�bracket notation� Also�
we do not draw a clear distinction between functions and their values�
Algebraic equations commonly involve a known function that take on a
given value when applied to some unknown argument the problem is to
determine that argument� In ���b�� however� the argument and the corre�
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sponding value are both known� and the problem is to �nd the function��

Moreover� applying an f�structure to an argument may produce a function
that may be applied in turn to another argument� If ���a� is true� then
the stipulations in ���b� and ���b� are equivalent�

���� a� f��subj� �

�
spec a
num sg
pred �girl�

�
� f�

b� f��subj��num� � sg

The form of function composition illustrated in equation ���b� occurs
quite often in f�descriptions� We have found that a slight adaptation of
the traditional notation improves the readability of such speci�cations�
Thus� we denote a function application by writing the function name
inside the parentheses next to the argument instead of putting it in front�
In our modi�ed notation� the stipulation ���b� is written as ��
a� and the
composition ���b� appears as ��
b��

��
� a� �f� num� � sg

b� ��f� subj� num� � sg

We make one further simpli�cation� since all f�structures are functions of
one argument� parenthetic expressions with more than two elements �a
function and its argument� do not normally occur� Thus� we introduce
no ambiguity by de�ning our parenthetic notation to be left�associative�
by means of the identity �����

���� ��f �� �� � �f � ��

This allows any leftmost pair of parentheses to be removed �or inserted�
when convenient� so that ��
b� may be simpli�ed to ��	��

��	� �f� subj num� � sg

With this notation� there is a simple way of determining the value of a
given function�application expression� we locate the f�structure denoted
by the leftmost element in the expression and match the remaining el�
ements from left to right against successive attributes in the f�structure

�There is an equivalent formulation in which the grammatical relation symbols subj�
obj� etc�� are taken to be the names of functions that apply to f�structure arguments�
We would then write subj�f�� instead of f��subj�� and the left� and right�handelements
of all our expressions would be systematically interchanged� Even with this alterna�
tive� however� there are still cases where the function is an unknown �see for example
the discussion below of oblique objects�� The conceptual consideration underlying our
decision to treat f�structures as the formal functions is that only total� �nite functions
are then involved in the characterization of particular sentences� Otherwise� our con�
ceptual framework would be populated with functions on in�nite domains� when only
their restriction to the sentence at hand would ever be grammatically relevant� Only
this intuition would be a�ected if the alternative formulation were adopted�
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hierarchy� Also� the English genitive construction provides a natural gloss
for these expressions� ��	� may be read as �f��s subj�s num is sg��

� From c�structures to f�descriptions

Having said what an f�description is� we now consider how the f�description
for a string is produced from a grammar and lexicon� This is followed by
a discussion of the inferences that lead from an f�description to the f�
structure that it describes�
The statements in an f�description come from functional speci�cations

that are associated with particular elements on the right�hand sides of
c�structure rules and with particular categories in lexical entries� These
speci�cations consist of templates fromwhich the f�description statements
are derived� A template� or statement schema� has the form of the state�
ment to be derived from it except that in place of f�structure variables
it contains special metavariables� If a rule is applied to generate a c�
structure node or a lexical item is inserted under a preterminal category�
the associated schemata are instantiated by replacing the metavariables
with actual variables �f�� f�� � � ��� Which actual variables are used de�
pends on which metavariables are in the schemata and what the node�s
relationship is to other nodes in the tree� The metavariables and gram�
matically signi�cant tree relations are of just two types�

���� Immediate domination� with metavariables � and �
Bounded domination� with metavariables � and �

Statements based on nonimmediate but bounded tree relations are needed
to characterize the �long�distance� dependencies found in relative clauses�
questions� and other constructions� We postpone our discussion of bounded
domination to Section 
 since it is more complex than immediate domi�
nation�
Schemata involving immediate dominationmetavariables and relations

yield f�description statements de�ning the local predicate�argument con�
�gurations of simple sentence patterns such as the dative� To illustrate�
the c�structure rules ���a�b�c� are versions of ��a�b�c� with schemata writ�
ten beneath the rule elements that they are associated with�
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���� a� S �� NP
�� subj� � �

VP
� � �

b� NP �� Det
� � �

N
� � �

c� VP �� V NP
�� obj� � �

NP
�� obj�� � �

According to the instantiation procedure described below� the subj and
obj schemata in this grammar indicate that the subject and object f�
structures come from NP�s immediately dominated by S and VP� While
super�cially similar to the standard transformational de�nitions of �sub�
ject� and �object� �Chomsky �	���� our speci�cations apply only to surface
constituents and establish only a loose coupling between functions and
phrase structure con�gurations� Given the obj� schema� for example�
an NP directly dominated by VP can also function as a second object�
These schemata correspond more closely to the setr operation of the aug�
mented transition network notation �ATN� �Woods �	
��� �� subj� � �
has roughly the same e�ect as the ATN action �setr subj ��� The direct
equality on the VP category in ���a� has no ATN �or transformational�
equivalent� however� It is an identi�cation schema� indicating that a sin�
gle f�structure is based on more than one constituent� and thus that the
f�structure is somewhat ��atter� than the c�structure�
The syntactic features and semantic content of lexical items are de�

termined by schemata in lexical entries� The entries for the vocabulary
of sentence ��� are listed in �����	

���� a Det �� spec� � a

�� num� � sg

girl N �� num� � sg

�� pred� � �girl�

handed V �� tense� � past

�� pred� � �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� obj��i �

the Det �� spec� � the

�This illustration ignores the morphological compositionof lexical items� which makes
a systematic contribution to the set of in�ectional features represented in the schemata�
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baby N �� num� � sg

�� pred� � �baby�

toy N �� num� � sg

�� pred� � �toy�

A lexical entry in LFG includes a categorial speci�cation indicating the
preterminal category under which the lexical item may be inserted� and a
set of schemata to be instantiated� As shown in ����� schemata originating
in the lexicon are not formally distinct from those coming from c�structure
rules� and they are treated uniformly by the instantiation procedure�
Instantiation is carried out in three phases� The schemata are �rst

attached to appropriate nodes in the c�structure tree� actual variables are
then introduced at certain nodes� and �nally those actual variables are
substituted for metavariables to form valid f�description statements� In
the �rst phase� schemata associated with a c�structure rule element are
attached to the nodes generated by that element� Lexical schemata are
considered to be associated with a lexical entry�s categorial speci�cation
and are thus attached to the nodes of that category that dominate the
lexical item�
 Attaching the grammatical and lexical schemata in ����
and ���� to the c�structure for sentence ��� produces the result in �����
In this example we have written the schemata above the nodes they are
attached to�
In the second phase of the instantiation procedure� a new actual vari�

able is introduced for the root node of the tree and for each node where
a schema contains the � metavariable� Intuitively� the existence of � at a
node means that one component of the sentence�s f�structure corresponds
to that subconstituent� The new variable� called the ���variable� of the
node� is a device for describing the internal properties of that f�structure
�called the node�s �� f�structure�� and its role in larger structures� In ����
we have associated ��variables with the nodes as required by the schemata
in �����
With the schemata and variables laid out on the tree in this way�

the substitution phase of instantiation is quite simple� Fully instantiated
statements are formed by substituting a node�s ��variable �rst for all
the ��s at that node and then for all the � �s attached to the nodes it
immediately dominates� Thus� arrows pointing toward each other across

�Another convention for lexical insertion is to attach the schemata directly to the
terminal nodes� While the same functional relationships can be stated with either
convention� this alternative requires additional identi�cation schemata in the common
case where the preterminal category does not correspond to a distinct functional unit�
It is thus more cumbersome to work with�
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one line in the tree are instantiated with the same variable�� The � is
called the �mother� metavariable� since it is replaced by the ��variable of
its mother node� From the point of view of the S�dominated NP node�
the schema �� subj� � � may be read as �My mother�s f�structure�s subj
is my f�structure���� In this case� the mother�s variable is the root node�s
��variable and so represents the f�structure of the sentence as a whole�
When we perform the substitutions for the schemata and variables in

����� the schemata attached to the S�dominated NP and VP nodes yield
the equations in ����� and the daughters of the VP cause the equations
in ���� to be included in the sentence�s f�description�

���� a� �f� subj� � f�

b� f� � f�

���� a� �f� obj� � f�

b� �f� obj�� � f�

The equations in ������� taken together constitute the syntactically de�
termined statements of the sentence�s functional description� The other
equations in the f�description are derived from the schemata on the preter�
minal nodes���

�If a schema containing � is attached to a node whose mother has no ��variable�
the � cannot be properly instantiated and the string is marked ungrammatical� This
situation is not likely to occur with immediate domination metavariables but provides
an important well�formedness condition for bounded domination� This is discussed in
Section 	�
�	In e�ect� the instantiation procedure adds to the schemata information about the
tree con�gurations in which they appear� As shown in Section �� the f�structure for
the sentence can then be inferred without further reference to the c�structure� An
equivalent inference procedure can be de�ned that does not require the introduction
of variables and instead takes into account the relative position of schemata in the
tree� This alternative procedure searches the c�structure to obtain the information
that we are encoding by variables in instantiated schemata� It essentially intermixes
our instantiation operations among its other inferences and is thus more di�cult to
describe�
��For simplicity in this paper� we do not instantiate the � metavariable when it ap�
pears within semantic forms� This is permissible because the internal structure of
semantic forms is not accessible to syntactic rules� However� the semantic translation
or interpretation procedure may depend on a full instantiation�
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��
� a� �f� spec� � a from a

b� �f� num� � sg

c� �f� num� � sg from girl

d� �f� pred� � �girl�

e� �f� tense� � past from handed

f� �f� pred� � �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� obj��i �

g� �f� spec� � the from the

h� �f� num� � sg from baby

i� �f� pred� � �baby�

j� �f� spec� � a from a

k� �f� num� � sg

l� �f� num� � sg from toy

m� �f� pred� � �toy�

Adding these to the equations in ������� gives the complete f�description
for sentence ����

� From f�descriptions to f�structures

Once an f�description has been produced for a given string� algebraic ma�
nipulations can be performed on its statements to make manifest certain
implicit relationships that hold among the properties of that string�s f�
structure� These manipulations are justi�ed by the left�associativity of
the function�application notation ���� and by the substitution axiom for
equality� To take an example� the value of the number feature of sentence
����s f�structure �that is� the value of �f� obj num�� can be inferred in
the following steps�

���� �f� obj num� � �f� obj num� Substitution using ���b�
� ��f� obj� num� Left�associativity
� �f� num� Substitution using ���a�
� sg Substitution using ��
h�

An f�description also supports a more important set of inferences� the
equations can be �solved� by means of a construction algorithm that
actually builds the f�structure they describe�
An f�structure solution may not exist for every f�description� however�

If the f�description stipulates two distinct values for a particular attribute�
or if it implies that an attribute�name is an f�structure or semantic form
instead of a symbol� then its statements are inconsistent with the basic
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axioms of our theory� In this case we classify the string as syntacti�
cally ill�formed� even though it has a valid c�structure� The functional
well�formedness conditions of our theory thus account for many types of
ungrammaticality� It is therefore essential that there be an algorithm for
deciding whether or not an f�description is consistent� and for producing
a consistent f�description�s f�structure solution� Otherwise� our grammars
would generate all but not only the sentences of a language�
Fortunately� f�descriptions are well�understood mathematical objects�

The problem of determining whether or not a given f�description is sat�
is�able is equivalent to the decision problem of the quanti�er�free theory
of equality� Ackermann ��	��� proved that this problem is solvable� and
several e�cient solution algorithms have been discovered �for example�
the congruence closure algorithm of Nelson and Oppen �	���� In this sec�
tion we outline a decision and construction algorithm whose operations
are specially adapted to the linguistic representations of our theory�
We begin by giving a more precise interpretation for the formal ex�

pressions that appear in f�description statements� We imagine that there
is a collection of entities �symbols� semantic forms� and f�structures� that
an f�description characterizes� and that each of these entities has a variety
of names� or designators� by which the f�description may refer to it� The
character strings that we have used to represent symbols and semantic
forms� the algebraic variables we introduce� and the function�application
expressions are all designators� The entity denoted by a designator is
called its value� The value of a symbol or semantic form character string
is obviously the identi�ed symbol or semantic form� The value of a vari�
able designator is of course not obvious from the variable�s spelling it is
de�ned by an assignment list of variable�entity pairs� A basic function�
application expression is a parenthesized pair of designators� and its value
is the entity� if any� obtained by applying the f�structure value of the left
designator to the symbol value of the right designator��� This rule applies
recursively if either expression is itself a function�application� to obtain
the value of ��f� obj� num� we must �rst obtain the value of �f� obj� by
applying the value of f� to the symbol obj�
Note that several di�erent designators may refer to the same en�

tity� The deduction in ����� for example� indicates that the designa�
tors �f� obj num� and �f� num� both have the same value� the symbol
sg� Indeed� we interpret the equality relation between two designators as
an explicit stipulation that those designators name the same entity� In

��An attribute in an f�structure is thus a special kind of designator� and the notion
of a designator�s value generalizes our use of the term value� which previously referred
only to the entity paired with an attribute in an f�structure�
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processing an f�description� our algorithm attempts to �nd a way of as�
sociating with designators values that are consistent with the synonymy
relation implied by the equality statements and with the procedure just
outlined for obtaining the values of di�erent types of designators�
The algorithm works by successive approximation��� It goes through

a sequence of steps� one for each equation in the f�description� At the
beginning of each step� it has a collection of symbols� semantic forms� and
f�structures that satisfy all the equations considered at preceding steps�
together with an assignment of tentative values for the variables occurring
in those equations� The algorithm revises the collection of entities and
value assignments to satisfy in addition the requirements of one more
equation from the f�description� The entities after the last equation is
processed thus satisfy the f�description as a whole and provide a �nal
value for the ��variable of the c�structure tree�s root node� This is the
f�structure that the grammar assigns to the string�
The processing of a single equation is carried out by means of two

operators� One operator� called Locate� obtains the value for a given des�
ignator� The entities in the collection might be augmented by the Locate
operator to ensure that a value exists for that designator� When the values
for the equation�s left�hand and right�hand designators have been located�
the second operator� Merge� checks to see whether those values are the
same and hence already satisfy the equality relation� If not� it constructs
a new entity by combining the properties of the distinct values� provided
those properties are compatible� The collection is revised so that this
entity becomes the common value of the two designators and also of all
previously encountered synonyms of these designators� Stated in more
formal terms� if d� and d� are the designators in an equation d� � d�� and
if brackets represent the application of an operator to its arguments� then
that equation is processed by performing Merge�Locate�d��� Locate�d����
A technical de�nition of these operators is given in the Appendix�

In this section we present an intuitive description of the solution process�
using as an example the f�description in �����
�� The �nal result does not
depend on the order in which equations are considered� so we will simply
take them as they appear above� We start with an empty collection of
entities and consider equation ���a�� �f� subj� � f�� To locate the value

��This algorithm is designed to demonstrate that the various conditions imposed by
our theory are formally decidable� It is unlikely that this particular algorithm will be
incorporated intact into a psychologically plausible model of language performance or
even into a computationally e�cient parser or generator� For these other purposes�
functional operations will presumably be interleaved with c�structure computations�
and functional data representations will be chosen so as to minimize the combinatoric
interactions with the nondeterministic uncertainty of the c�structure rules�
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of �f� subj�� we must �rst obtain the value of f�� There is as yet no
assignment for that variable� so the Locate operator creates a value out
of whole cloth� it adds a special �place�holder� entity to our collection
and assigns it as the value of f�� A representation for the new entity and
variable assignment is shown in ��	��

��	� f�

A place�holder is represented by a blank line� indicating that it is an
entity none of whose properties are known� The variable pre�x signi�es
that whatever that entity is� it has been assigned as the tentative value of
f�� A place�holder is just a bookkeeping device for recording the relations
between entities before we have discovered anything else about them�
With the value of f� in hand� we return to the larger designator

�f� subj�� This provides more speci�c information about the entity that
the place�holder stands for� the value of f� must be an f�structure that
has subj as one of its attributes� We revise our collection again to take
account of this new information�

���� f���subj �

Knowing nothing about the value of subj in the f� f�structure� we have
represented it by another place�holder� This place�holder is the entity
located for the designator �f� subj�� We now turn to f�� the second
designator in the equation� This is a variable with no previous assignment�
so our location procedure simply assigns it to another newly created place�
holder�

���� f�

This completes the location phase of the algorithm�s �rst step� the equa�
tion�s designators now denote the place�holders in ���� and �����
The Merge operator changes the collection once more� so that the two

designators denote the same entity� The two place�holders are distinct�
but neither has any properties� Thus� a commonvalue� also a place�holder
with no properties� can be constructed� This place�holder appears as the
value of subj in the f� f�structure� but it is also assigned as the value of
f�� as shown in �����

���� f��
�
subj f��

	
The structure ���� is now the only member of our entity collection� Notice
that with this assignment of variables� the designators �f� subj� and f�
have the same value� so the equation �f� subj� � f� is satis�ed�
We move on to equation ���b�� the identi�cation f� � f�� This means

that the variables f� and f� are two di�erent designators for a single entity�
That entity will have all the properties ascribed via the designator f� and
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also all the properties ascribed to the synonymous f�� The f�structure
���� is located as the value of f�� and a new place�holder is assigned
to f�� Since the place�holder has no properties� the result of combining
it with the f�structure is simply that f�structure again� with its variable
pre�xes modi�ed to re�ect the new equality� Thus� the result of the merge
for the second equation is �����

���� f�� f��
�
subj f��

	
The variable assignments in ���� now satisfy the �rst two equations of the
f�description�
The equation at the next step is ���a�� �f� obj� � f�� f� already

has an f�structure value in ����� but it does not include obj as one of its
attributes� This is remedied by adding an appropriate place�holder�

����
f�� f��



subj f��
obj

�
This place�holder is merged with one created for the variable f�� yield�

ing �����

����
f�� f��



subj f��

obj f��

�
Equation ���b� is handled in a similar fashion and results in �����

����

f�� f��

�
�subj f��

obj f��

obj� f��

�
�

After we have processed these equations� our collection of entities and
variable assignments satis�es all the syntactically determined equations
of the f�description�
The lexically derived equations are now taken into account� These

have the e�ect of adding new features to the outer f�structure and �lling
in the internal properties of the place�holders� Locating the value of the
left�hand designator in equation ��
a�� �f� spec� � a� converts the subj
place�holder to an f�structure with a spec feature whose value is a new
place�holder�

��
�

f�� f��

�
�subj f���spec �

obj f��

obj� f��

�
�

The value of the right�hand designator is just the symbol a� Merging this
with the new spec place�holder yields �����
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����

f�� f��

�
�subj f���spec a �

obj f��

obj� f��

�
�

Note that this modi�cation does not falsify any equations processed in
previous steps�
Equation ��
b� has the same form as ��
a�� and its e�ect is simply to

add a num sg feature to the subj f�structure� alongside the spec�

��	�

f�� f��

�
���
subj f��

h
spec a
num sg

i
obj f��

obj� f��

�
���

Though derived from di�erent lexical items� equation ��
c� is an exact
duplicate of ��
b�� Processing this equation therefore has no visible ef�
fects�
The remaining equations are quite straightforward� Equation ��
d�

causes the pred function to be added to the subj f�structure� ��
e��
f�
yield the tense and pred functions in the f��f� structure� and ��
g��
m�
complete the obj and obj� place�holders� Equation ��
l� is similar to
��
c� in that it duplicates another equation in the f�description and hence
does not have an independent e�ect on the �nal result� After considering
all the equations in ��
�� we arrive at the �nal f�structure �����

����

f�� f��

�
����������������

subj f��

�
spec a
num sg
pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� obj��i �

obj f��

�
spec the
num sg
pred �baby�

�

obj� f��

�
spec a
num sg
pred �toy�

�

�
����������������

Since f� is the ��variable of the root node of the tree ����� the outer f�
structure is what our simple grammar assigns to the string� This is just
the structure in ���� if the variable pre�xes and the order of pairs are
ignored�
This example is special in that the argument positions of all the

function�application designators are �lled with symbol designators� Cer�
tain grammatical situations give rise to less restricted designators� where
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the argument position is �lled with another function�application� This
is possible because symbols have a dual status in our formalism� they
can serve in an f�structure both as attributes and as values� These more
general designators permit the grammatical relation assigned to the � f�
structure at a given node to be determined by internal features of that
f�structure rather than by the position of that node in the c�structure�
The arguments to a large number of English verbs� for instance� may ap�
pear as the objects of particular prepositions instead of as subj� obj� or
obj� noun phrases� In our theory� the lexical entry for a �case�marking�
preposition indicates that its object noun phrase may be treated as what
has traditionally been called a verb�s oblique object � The semantic form
for the verb then speci�es how to map that oblique object into the ap�
propriate argument of the predicate�
The to alternative for the double�NP realization of handed provides a

simple illustration� The contrasting sentence to our previous example ���
is ����� repeated here for convenience�

���� A girl handed a toy to the baby�

The c�structure for this sentence with a set of ��variables for the function�
ally relevant nodes is shown in ����� It includes a prepositional phrase
following the object NP� as permitted by the new c�structure rules �������

���� f��S

f��NP f��VP

Det N V f��NP f��PP

Det N P f��NP

Det N

A girl handed a toy to the baby

��We use the standard context�free abbreviation for optionality� parentheses that en�
close categories and schemata� Thus� ��
a� also derives intransitive and transitive verb
phrases� Optionality parentheses should not be confused with the function�application
parentheses within schemata� We also use braces in rules to indicate alternative c�
structure expansions�
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���� a� VP ��

V
�

NP
�� obj���

 �
NP

�� obj����


PP�

�� �� pcase����

b� PP �� P NP
�� obj���

The PP element in ���a� exhibits two new rule features� The asterisk on
the PP category symbol is the Kleene�star operator it indicates that that
rule element may be repeated any number of times� including none��� The
schema on the PP speci�es that the value of the pcase attribute in the
PP�s f�structure determines the functional role assigned to that structure�
Because the lexical schemata from to are attached to the Prep node� that
feature percolates up to the f�structure at the PP node� Suppose that to
has the case�marking lexical entry shown in ���a��� and that handed has
the entry ���b� as an alternative to the one given in ����� Then the PP
f�structure serves the to function� as shown in �����

���� a� to P �� pcase� � to

b� handed V �� tense� � past

�� pred���hand h�� subj�� �� obj�� ��to obj�i �

��Our c�structure rules thus diverge from a strict context�free formalism� We per�
mit the right�hand sides of these rules to be regular expressions as in a recursive
transition network� not just simply�ordered category sequences� The � is therefore
not interpreted as an abbreviation for an in�nite number of phrase structure rules�
As our theory evolves� we might incorporate other modi�cations to the c�structure
formalism� For example� in a formalism which� although oriented towards systemic
grammar descriptions� is closely related to ours� Kay ���	�� uses patterns of partially�
ordered grammatical relations to map between a linear string and his equivalent to an
f�structure� Such partial orderings might be particularly well�suited for free word�order
languages�
��The case�marking entry is distinct from the entry for to when it serves as a predicate
in its own right� as in prepositional complements or adjuncts�
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���� �
������������������

subj

�
spec a
num sg
pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� to obj�i �

obj

�
spec a
num sg
pred �toy�

�

to

�
��
pcase to

obj

�
spec the
num sg

pred �baby�

����

�
������������������

The �baby� f�structure is accessible as the to obj� and it is correctly
mapped onto the goal argument of �hand� by the semantic form for handed
in ���b� and ����� As mentioned earlier� this is systematically related to
the semantic form in ���� by a dative lexical redundancy rule� so that the
generalization marking sentences ��� and ���� as paraphrases is not lost�
Most of the statements in the f�description for ���� are either the same

as or very similar to the statements in �����
�� The statements most
relevant to the issue at hand are instantiated inside the prepositional
phrase and at the PP node in the verb phrase�

���� a� �f� �f� pcase�� � f� from PP in ���a�
b� �f� pcase� � to from to

The designator on the left side of ���a� is of course the crucial one� This
is processed by �rst locating the values of f� and �f� pcase�� and then
applying the �rst of these values to the second� If ���b� is processed before
���a�� then the value of �f� pcase� will be the symbol to� and ���a�
will thus receive the same treatment as the more restricted equations we
considered above�
We cannot insist that the f�description be processed in this or any

other order� however� Since equality is an equivalence relation� whether
or not an f�structure is a solution to a given f�description is not a property
of any ordering on the f�description statements� An order dependency in
our algorithm would simply be an artifact of its operation� Unless we
could prove that an acceptable order can be determined for any set of
statements� we would run the risk of ordering paradoxes whereby our al�
gorithm does not produce a solution even though satisfactory f�structures
do exist� A potential order dependency arises only when one equation
establishes relationships between entities that have not yet been de�ned�
Place�holders serve in our algorithm as temporary surrogates for those
unknown entities� Our examples above illustrate their use in represent�
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ing simple relationships� Changing the order in which equations ���� are
processed demonstrates that the proper treatment of more complicated
cooccurrence relationships does not depend on a particular sequence of
statements�
Suppose that ���a� is processed before ���b�� Then the value of

�f� pcase� will be a place�holder as shown in ��
a�� and f� will be assigned
an f�structure with place�holders in both attribute and value positions� as
in ��
b��

��
� a� f���pcase �

b� f��� �

The value of the larger designator �f� �f� pcase�� will thus be the second
place�holder in ��
b�� When this is merged with the f�structure assigned
to f�� the result is �����

���� f��
�

f���pcase �
	

It is not clear from ���� that the two blank lines stand for the same place�
holder� One way of indicating this fact is to annotate blank lines with an
identifying index whenever they represent occurrences of the same place�
holder in multiple contexts� as shown in ��	�� An alternative and perhaps
more perspicuous way of marking the important formal relationships is to
display the blank line in just one of the place�holder�s positions and then
draw connecting lines to its other occurrences� as in �����

��	�
f��
h

� f���pcase � �
i

���� f��
�

f���pcase �
	

This problem of representation arises because our hierarchical f�structures
are in fact directed graphs� not trees� so all the connections cannot easily
be displayed in textual form� With the cooccurrences explicitly repre�
sented� processing equation ���b� causes the symbol to to be substituted
for the place�holder in both positions�

���� f��
�
to f���pcase to �

	
The index or connecting line is no longer needed� because the common
spelling of symbols in two positions su�ces to indicate their formal iden�
tity� The structure ���� is combined with the result of processing the
remaining equations in the f�description� yielding the �nal structure �����
The Kleene�star operator on the PP in ���a� allows for sentences hav�

ing more than one oblique object�
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���� The toy was given to the baby by the girl�

The f�structure of this sentence will have both a to obj and a by obj�
Because of the functional well�formedness conditions discussed in the next
section� these grammatical relations are compatible only with a semantic
form that results from the passive lexical rule�

���� �hand h�� by obj� � �� subj� � �� to obj�i �

Although the c�structure rule suggests that any number of oblique objects
are possible� they are in fact strictly limited by semantic form speci�ca�
tions� Moreover� if two prepositional phrases have the same preposition
and hence the same pcase feature� the Uniqueness Condition implies that
only one of them can serve as an argument� If the sentence is to be gram�
matical� the other must be interpreted as some sort of adjunct� In �����
either the policeman or the boy must be a nonargument locative�

���� The baby was found by the boy by the policeman�

Thus� the PP element in rule ���a� derives the PP nodes for dative
to phrases� agentive by phrases� and other� more idiosyncratic English
oblique objects� Schemata similar to the one on the PP will be much
more common in languages that make extensive use of lexically as opposed
to structurally induced grammatical relations �e�g�� heavily case�marked�
noncon�gurational languages��
We have illustrated how our algorithm builds the f�structure for two

grammatical sentences� However� as indicated above� f�descriptions which
contradict the Uniqueness Condition are not solvable� and our algorithm
must also inform us of this inconsistency� Consistency checking is carried
out by both the Locate and the Merge operators� The Locate operator�
for example� cannot succeed if a statement speci�es that a symbol or
semantic form is to be applied as a function or if a function is to be
applied to an f�structure or semantic form argument� The string is marked
ungrammatical if this happens� Similarly� a merger cannot be completed
if the two entities to be merged are incompatible� either because they are
of di�erent types �a symbol and an f�structure� for example� or because
they are otherwise in con�ict �two distinct symbols or semantic forms� or
two f�structures that assign distinct values to the same argument�� Again�
this means that the f�description is inconsistent�
Our algorithm thus produces one solution for an arbitrary consistent

f�description� but it is not the only solution� If an f�structure F is a
solution for a given f�description� then any f�structure formed from F by
adding values for attributes not already present will also satisfy the f�
description� Since the f�description does not mention those attributes or
values� they cannot con�ict with any of its statements� For example� we
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could add the arbitrary pairs x�y and z�w to the subj f�structure of ����
to form �����

����

f��

�
���
spec a
num sg
pred �girl�
x y
z w

�
���

Substituting this for the original subj value yields another solution for
�����
�� This addition procedure� which de�nes a partial ordering on
the set of f�structures� can be repeated inde�nitely� In general� if an
f�description has one solution� it has an in�nite number of �larger� solu�
tions�
Of course� there is something counterintuitive about these larger solu�

tions� The extra features they contain cannot con�ict with those speci��
cally required by the f�description� In that sense they are grammatically
irrelevant and should not really count as f�structures that the grammar
assigns to sentences� This intuition� that we only countenance f�structures
with relevant attributes and values� can be formalized in a technical re�ne�
ment to our previous de�nitions that makes �the f�structure of a sentence�
a well�de�ned notion�
Looking at the partial ordering from the opposite direction� an f�

description may also have solutions smaller than a given one� These
are formed by removing various combinations of its pairs �for example�
removing the x�y� z�w pairs from ���� produces the smaller original so�
lution in ����� Some smaller f�structures are too small to be solutions of
the f�description� in that they do not contain pairs that the f�description
requires� For example� if the spec feature is removed from ����� the
resulting structure will not satisfy equation ��
a�� We say that an f�
structure F is a minimal solution for an f�description if it meets all of the
f�description�s requirements and if no smaller f�structure also meets those
requirements�
A minimal solution exists for every consistent f�description� By de��

nition� each has at least one solution� Either that one is minimal� or there
is a smaller solution� If that one is also not minimal� there is another� still
smaller� solution� Since an f�structure has only a �nite number of pairs
to begin with� there are only a �nite number of smaller f�structures� This
sequence will therefore stop at a minimal solution after a �nite number
of steps�
However� the minimal solution of an f�description is not necessarily

unique� The fact that f�structures are partially but not totally ordered
means that there can be two distinct solutions to an f�description both
of which are minimal but neither of which is smaller than the other�
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This would be the case for an f�description that contained the equation
����� asserting that the subject and object have the same person� if other
equations were not included to specify that common feature�s value�

���� �� subj pers� � �� obj pers�

Any f�structure that is a minimal solution for all other equations of the f�
description and contains any value at all for both the obj and subj person
features will also be a minimal solution for the larger f�description that
includes ����� The values first� second� or third� for instance� would
all satisfy ����� but an f�structure without some person value would not be
a solution� An f�description that does not have a unique minimal solution
is called indeterminate� In e�ect� such an f�description does not have
enough independent speci�cations for the number of unknown entities
that it mentions�
We can now formulate a precise condition on the well�formedness of a

string�

��
� Condition on Grammaticality

A string is grammatical only if it has a valid c�structure with
an associated f�description that is both consistent and determi�
nate� The f�structure assigned to the string is the value in the
f�description�s unique minimal solution of the ��variable of the
c�structure�s root node�

This condition is necessary but not su�cient for grammaticality we later
postulate additional requirements� As presented above� our solution al�
gorithm decides whether or not the f�description is consistent and� if it is�
constructs one solution for it� We observe that if no place�holders remain
in that solution� it is the unique minimal solution� if any attribute or value
is changed or removed� the resulting structure is not a solution since it
no longer satis�es the equation the processing of which gave rise to that
attribute or value� On the other hand� if there are residual place�holders
in the f�structure produced by the algorithm� the f�description is indeter�
minate� Those place�holders can be replaced by any number of values to
yield minimal solutions� Our algorithm is thus a decision procedure for
all the functional conditions on grammaticality speci�ed in ��
��

� Functional well�formedness

The functional well�formedness conditions of our theory cause strings with
otherwise valid c�structures to be marked ungrammatical� Our functional
component thus acts as a �lter on the output of the c�structure compo�
nent� but in a sense that is very di�erent from the way surface structure
�ltering has been used in transformational theory �e�g�� Chomsky and
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Lasnik �	

�� We do not allow arbitrary predicates to be applied to the
c�structure output� Rather� we expect that a substantive linguistic the�
ory will make available a universal set of grammatical functions and fea�
tures and indicate how these may be assigned to particular lexical items
and particular c�structure con�gurations� The most important of our
well�formedness conditions� the Uniqueness Condition��	 merely ensures
that these assignments for a particular sentence are globally consistent
so that its f�structure exists� Other general well�formedness conditions�
the Completeness and Coherence Conditions� guarantee that grammatical
functions and lexical predicates appear in mutually compatible f�structure
con�gurations�
Consider the string ����� which is ungrammatical because the numbers

of the �nal determiner and noun disagree�

���� �A girl handed the baby a toys�

The only f�description di�erence between this and our previous example
is that the lexical entry for toys produces the equation ��	� instead of
��
l��

��	� �f� num� � pl

A con�ict between the lexical speci�cations for a and toys arises because
their schemata are attached to daughters of the same NP node� Some of
the properties of that node�s f�structure are speci�ed by the determiner�s
lexical schemata and some by the noun�s� According to the Uniqueness
Condition� all properties attributed to it must be compatible if that f�
structure is to exist� In the solution process for ����� f� will have the
tentative value shown in ���� when equation ��	� is encountered in place
of ��
l�� The value of the left�hand designator is the symbol sg� which is
incompatible with the pl value of the right�hand designator� These two
symbols cannot be merged�

����
f��
h
spec a
num sg

i
The consistency requirement is a general mechanism for enforcing

grammatical compatibilities among lexical items widely separated in the

��Our general Uniqueness Condition is also the most crucial of several di�erences
between lexical�functional grammar and its augmented transition network precursor�
ATN setr operations can arbitrarily modify the f�structure values �or �register con�
tents�� in ATN terminology� as they are executed in a left�to�right scan of a rule or
network� The register subj can have one value at one point in a rule and a completely
di�erent value at a subsequent point� This revision of value assignments is not allowed
in LFG� Equations at one point cannot override equations instantiated elsewhere�all
equations must be simultaneously satis�ed by the values in a single f�structure� As
we have seen� the properties of that f�structure thus do not depend on the particular
sequence of steps by which schemata are instantiated or the f�description is solved�
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c�structure� The items and features that will enter into an agreement are
determined by both lexical and grammatical schemata� Number agree�
ment for English subjects and verbs illustrates a compatibility that op�
erates over a somewhat wider scope than agreement for determiners and
nouns� It accounts for the unacceptability of �����

���� �The girls hands the baby a toy�

The grammar fragment in ���� needs no further elaboration in order to
reject this string� The identi�cation on the VP in ���a� indicates that one
f�structure corresponds to both the S and the VP nodes� This implies that
any constraints imposed on a subj function by the verb will in fact apply
to the subj of the sentence as a whole� the f�structure corresponding to
the �rst NP� Thus� the following lexical entry for hands ensures that it
will not cooccur with the plural subject girls�

���� hands V �� tense� � pres

�� subj num� � sg

�� pred� � �hand h�� subj�� �� obj�� �� obj��i �

The middle schema� which is contributed by the present tense morpheme�
speci�es the number of the verb�s subject� It is instantiated as ���a�� and
this is inconsistent with ���b�� which would be derived from the lexical
entry for girls�

���� a� �f� subj num� � sg

b� �f� num� � pl

The con�ict emerges because f� is the subj of f�� and f� is equal to f��
We rely on violations of the Uniqueness Condition to enforce many

cooccurrence restrictions besides those that are normally thought of as
agreements� For example� the restrictions among the elements in an En�
glish auxiliary sequence can be handled in this way� even though the
matching of features does not at �rst seem to be involved� There is a
natural way of coding the lexical features of auxiliaries� participles� and
tensed verbs so that the �a�x�hopping� phenomena follow as a conse�
quence of the consistency requirement� Auxiliaries can be treated as main
verbs that take embedded VP� complements� We expand our grammar as
shown in ���� in order to derive the appropriate c�structures��


��The optional to permitted by rule ���b�� while necessary for other types of VP
complements� does not appear with most auxiliary heads� This restriction could be
imposed by an additional schema�
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���� a� VP ��

V
�

NP
�� obj���

 �
NP

�� obj����


PP�

�� ��pcase����

�
VP�

�� vcomp���



b� VP� �� �to� VP
���

Rule ���a� allows an optional VP� following the other VP constituents�
Of course� auxiliaries exclude all the VP possibilities except the vcomp
this is enforced by general completeness and coherence conventions� as
described below� For the moment� we focus on their a�x cooccurrence
restrictions� which are represented by schemata in the lexical entries for
verbs� Each non�nite verb will have a schema indicating that it is an
in�nitive or a participle of a particular type� and each auxiliary will have
an equation stipulating the in�ectional form of its vcomp��� The lexi�
cal entries in ������� are for handing considered as a present participle
�as opposed to a past tense or passive participle form� and for is as a
progressive auxiliary���

���� handing V �� participle� � present

�� pred� � �hand h�� subj�� �� obj�� �� obj��i �

���� is V a� �� tense� � pres

b� �� subj num� � sg

c� �� pred� � �progh�� vcomp�i�
d� �� vcomp participle� � present

e� �� vcomp subj� � �� subj�

Schema ���d� stipulates that the participle feature of the verb phrase
complement must have the value present� The vcomp is de�ned in
���a� as the � f�structure of the VP� node� and this is identi�ed with the
� f�structure of the VP node by the schema in ���b�� This means that
the participle stipulations for handing and is both hold of the same f�
structure� Hence� sentence ��
a� is accepted but ��
b� is rejected because
has demands of its vcomp a non�present participle�

��
� a� A girl is handing the baby a toy�

��A small number of additional features are needed to account for the �ner details
of auxiliary ordering and for other cooccurrence restrictions� as noted for example by
Akmajian� Steele� and Wasow ���	���
�	In a more detailed treatment of morphology� the schemata for handing would be
derived systematically by combining the schemata for hand �namely� the pred schema
in ����� with ing�s schemata �the participle speci�cation� as the word is formed by
su�xation�
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b� �A girl has handing the baby a toy�

Schemata ���c�e� deserve special comment� The semantic form for
is speci�es that the logical formula derived by interpreting the vcomp
function is the single argument of a predicate for progressiveness� Even
though the f�structure for ��
a� will include a subj function at the level of
the prog predicate� that function does not serve as an argument of prog�
Instead� it is asserted by ���e� to be equivalent to the subj at the handing
level� This would not otherwise exist� because there is no subject NP in
the VP� expansion� The e�ect is that girl is correctly interpreted as the
�rst argument of �hand�� ���e� is an example of a schema for functional
control � which we will discuss more fully below�
These illustrations of the �ltering e�ect of the Uniqueness Condition

have glossed over an important conceptual distinction� A schema is of�
ten included in a lexical entry or grammatical rule in order to de�ne the
value of some feature� That is� instantiations of that schema provide suf�
�cient grounds for inserting the feature�value pair into the appropriate
f�structure �assuming of course that there is no con�ict with the value de�
�ned by other equations�� However� sometimes the purpose of a schema is
only to constrain a feature whose value is expected to be de�ned by a sep�
arate speci�cation� The feature remains valueless when the f�description
lacks that speci�cation� Intuitively� the constraint is not satis�ed in that
case and the string is to be excluded� Constraints of this sort thus impose
stronger well�formedness requirements than the de�nitional inconsistency
discussed above�
Let us reexamine the restriction that schema ���d� imposes on the

participle of the vcomp of is� We have seen how this schema conspires
with the lexical entries for handing ���� and has to account for the facts
in ��
�� Intuitively� it seems that the same present�participle restriction
ought to account for the unacceptability of �����

���� �A girl is hands the baby a toy�

This string will not be rejected� however� if hands has the lexical entry
in ���� and ���d� is interpreted as a de�ning schema� The participle
feature has no natural value for the �nite verb hands� and ���� therefore
has no speci�cation at all for this feature� This permits ���d� to de�ne
the value present for that feature without risk of inconsistency� and the
�nal f�structure corresponding to the hands VP will actually contain a
participle�present pair� We have concluded that hands is a present
participle just because is would like it to be that way� If� on the other
hand� we interpret ���d� as a constraining schema� we are prevented from
making this implausible inference and the string is appropriately rejected�
The constraining interpretation is clearly preferable�
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Introducing a special interpretation for f�description statements is not
strictly necessary to account for these facts� We could allow only the
de�ning interpretation of equations and still obtain the right pattern of
results by means of additional feature speci�cations� For example� we
could insist that there be a participle feature for every verbal form�
even �nite forms that are notionally not participles at all� The value
for tensed forms might be none� and this would be distinct from and
thus con�ict with present and all other real values� The lexical entry
for hands would become ��	�� and ���� would be ruled out even with a
de�ning interpretation for ���d��

��	� hands V �� participle� � none

�� tense� � pres

�� subj num� � sg

�� pred� � �hand h�� subj�� �� obj�� �� obj��i �

There are two objections to the presence of such otherwise unmotivated
features� they make the formal system more cumbersome for linguists
to work with and less plausible as a characterization of the linguistic
generalizations that children acquire� Lexical redundancy rules in the
form of marking conventions provide a partial answer to both objections�
A redundancy rule� for example� could assign special no�value schemata
to every lexical entry that is not already marked for certain syntactic
features� Then the none schema would not appear in the entry for hands
but would still be available for consistency checking�
Although we utilize lexical redundancy rules to express a variety of

other generalizations� we have chosen an explicit notational device to
highlight the conceptual distinction between de�nitions and constraints�
The ordinary equal�sign that has appeared in all previous examples in�
dicates that a schema is de�nitional� while an equal�sign with the letter
�c� as a subscript indicates that a schema expresses a constraint� With
this notation� the lexical entry for is can be formulated more properly as
�
���

�
�� is V �� tense� � pres

�� subj num� � sg

�� pred� � �progh�� vcomp�i�
�� vcomp participle� �c present

�� vcomp subj� � �� subj�

The notational distinction is preserved when the schemata are instanti�
ated� so that the statements in an f�description are also divided into two
classes� De�ning equations are interpreted by our solution algorithm in
the manner outlined above and thus provide evidence for actually con�
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structing satisfactory structures� Constraining equations are simply not
given to the solution algorithm� They are reserved until all de�ning equa�
tions have been processed and all variables have been assigned �nal f�
structure values� At that point� the constraining equations are evaluated�
and the string is accepted only if they all turn out to be true� This
di�erence in interpretation accurately re�ects the conceptual distinction
represented by the two types of equations� It also gives the right result
for string ����� since the revised vcomp requirement in �
�� will be false
for the f�structure constructed from its de�ning equations� that string will
be rejected without adding the special none value to hands�
Whether or not a particular cooccurrence restriction should be en�

forced by consistency among de�ning equations or the later evaluation of
constraining equations depends on the meaning that is most naturally as�
signed to the absence of a feature speci�cation� A constraining equation is
appropriate if� as in the examples above� an unspeci�ed value is intended
to be in con�ict with all of a feature�s real values� On the other hand�
a value speci�cation may be omitted for some features as an indication
of vagueness� and the restriction is then naturally stated in terms of a
de�ning equation��� The case features of English nouns seem to fall into
this second category� only pronouns have explicit nominative�accusative
markings all other nouns are intuitively unmarked yet may appear in
either subject or object positions� The new subject�NP schema in �
��
de�nes the subject�s case to be nom� The nom value will thus be included
in the f�structure for any sentence with a nominative pronoun or nonpro�
noun subject� Only strings with accusative pronouns in subject position
will have inconsistent f�descriptions and be excluded�

�
�� S �� NP
�� subj� � �
�� case� � nom

VP
� � �
�� tense�

De�ning schemata always assert particular values for features and thus
always take the form of equations� For constraints� two nonequational
speci�cation formats also make sense� The new tense schema in �
���
for example� is just a designator not embedded in an equality� An instan�
tiation of such a constraint is satis�ed just in case the expression has some
value in the �nal f�structure these are called existential constraints� The
tense schema thus expresses the requirement that S�clauses must have
tensed verbs and rules out strings like �
���

��A marking convention account of the de�ning�constraining distinction would have
to provide an alternative lexical entry for each value that the vaguely speci�ed feature
could assume� A vague speci�cation would thus be treated as an ambiguity� contrary
to intuition�
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�
�� �A girl handing the baby a toy�

As with equational constraints� it is possible to achieve the e�ect of an
existential schema by introducing ad hoc feature values �e�g�� one that dis�
criminates tensed forms from all other verbals�� but this special constraint
format more directly represents the intuitive content of the requirement�
Finally� constraints may also be formed by adding a negation operator

to an equational or existential constraint� The sentence is then acceptable
only if the constraint without the negation turns out to be false� Such
constraints fall quite naturally within our formal framework and may
simplify a variety of grammatical descriptions� The negative existential
constraint in �
��� for example� is one way of stipulating that the VP after
the particle to in a VP� is untensed�

�
�� VP� ��
�

to

��� tense�


VP

� � �

According to these well�formedness conditions� strings are rejected
when an f�structure cannot be found that simultaneously satis�es all the
explicit de�ning and constraining statements in the f�description� LFG
also includes implicit conventions whose purpose is to make sure that f�
structures contain mutually compatible combinations of lexical predicates
and grammatical functions� These conventions are de�ned in terms of a
proper subset of all the features and functions that may be represented
in an f�structure� That subset consists of all functions whose values can
serve as arguments to semantic predicates��� such as subject and various
objects and complements� We refer to these as the governable grammati�
cal functions� A given lexical entry mentions only a few of the governable
functions� and we say that that entry governs the ones it mentions��� Our
conditions of functional compatibility simply require that an f�structure
contain all of the governable functions that the lexical entry of its predi�
cate actually governs� and that it contain no other governable functions�
This compatibility requirement gives a natural account for many types

of ill�formedness� The English c�structure grammar� for example� must
permit verbs not followed by NP arguments so that ordinary intransitive
sentences can be generated� However� the intransitive VP rule can then be
applied with a verb that normally requires objects to yield a c�structure
and f�structure for ill�formed strings such as �
���

�
�� �The girl handed�

��In the more re�ned theory of lexical representation presented in Bresnan �����b�c��
the relevant functions are those that appear in the function�assignment lists of lexical
predicates� The two characterizations are essentially equivalent�
��For a fuller discussion of government in lexical�functional theory� see Bresnan
�����a��
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The unacceptability of this string follows from the fact that the lexical
entry for handed governs the grammatical functions obj and obj� or
to obj� which do not appear in its f�structure� On the other hand� there
is nothing to stop the c�structure rule that generates objects from applying
in strings such as �
��� where the verb is intransitive�

�
�� �The girl fell the apple the dog�

This string exhibits the opposite kind of incompatibility� the governable
functions obj and obj� do appear in its f�structure but are not governed
by the intransitive verb fell �
Stated in more technical terms� string �
�� is ungrammatical because

its f�structure is not complete while �
�� fails because its f�structure is not
coherent � These properties of f�structures are precisely de�ned as follows�

�
�� De�nitions of Completeness and Coherence

�a� An f�structure is locally complete if and only if it contains
all the governable grammatical functions that its predicate
governs� An f�structure is complete if and only if it and all
its subsidiary f�structures are locally complete�

�b� An f�structure is locally coherent if and only if all the gov�
ernable grammatical functions that it contains are governed
by a local predicate� An f�structure is coherent if and only
if it and all its subsidiary f�structures are locally coherent�

Functional compatibility then enters into our notion of grammaticality by
way of the following obvious condition�

�

� Grammaticality Condition

A string is grammatical only if it is assigned a complete and
coherent f�structure�

Since coherence and completeness are de�ned in terms of local con�g�
urations of functions� there are straightforward ways of formally verifying
that these conditions are satis�ed� For example� a set of constraints that
encode these requirements can be added to all f�descriptions by a simple
redundancy convention� We identify a set of governable designators cor�
responding to the governable grammatical functions and a set of governed
designators corresponding to the functions governed by a particular lexi�
cal entry� The set of governable designators for a language is simply a list
of every designator that appears as an argument in a semantic form for at
least one entry in the lexicon� Thus the set of governable designators for
English includes �� subj�� �� obj�� �� by obj�� �� vcomp�� etc� The
set of governed designators for a particular lexical entry then contains
only those members of the governable list that appear in that entry� If
existential constraints for all the governed designators are instantiated
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along with the other schemata in the lexical entry� then the f�structure in
which the lexical predicate appears will be locally complete if and only if
it satis�es all those constraints� The f�structure will be locally coherent
if and only if negative existential constraints for all the governable but
ungoverned designators are also satis�ed� Under this interpretation� ex�
ample �
�� above is incomplete because its f�structure does not satisfy the
constraining schema �� obj� and �
�� is incoherent because ��� obj� is
not satis�ed�
It is important to observe that a designator is considered to be gov�

erned by an entry if it appears anywhere in the entry� not solely in the
semantic form argument�list �though to be governable� it must appear
as an argument in some lexical entry�� In particular� the designator may
appear only in a functional control schema or only in a schema de�ning or
constraining some feature� Thus� the lexical entry for is in ���� above is
considered to govern the designator �� subj� because of its appearance in
both the number�de�ning schema and the control schema for the vcomp�s
subj� �� subj�� however� is not assigned to an argument in the semantic
form �progh�� vcomp�i��
A grammatical function is also considered to be governed by an entry

even when its value is constrained to be a semantically empty syntactic
formative� Among these formatives are the expletives there and it � plus
the components of various idiomatic expressions �e�g�� the idiomatic sense
of tabs in the expression keep tabs on�� The lexicon marks such items
as being in ordinary syntactic categories �pronoun or noun� for example��
but their schemata specify a symbol value for a form attribute instead
of a semantic form value for a pred attribute�

�
�� tabs N �� form� � tabs

�� num� � pl

A tabs NP may appear in any c�structure NP position and will be assigned
the associated grammatical function� The Coherence Condition ensures
that that function is governed by the lexical head of the f�structure �
	�
is ruled out for the same reason that �
�� is ill�formed�

�
	� �The girl fell tabs�

If the f�structure is coherent� then its lexical head makes some speci�cation
about the tabs function� For the acceptable sentence ����� the lexical entry
for the idiomatic kept has a constraining schema for the necessary form
value� as illustrated in �����

���� The girl kept tabs on the baby�
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���� kept V �� tense� � past

�� pred� � �observe h�� subj� � �� on obj�i
�� obj form� �c tabs

This constraining schema precludes the observe reading of kept with the
nonidiomatic obj in ���a� and also rejects obj�s with the wrong formative
feature ���b��

���� a� �The girl kept the dog on a baby�

b� �The girl kept there on a baby�

The ill�formedness of ����� however� is not predicted from the func�
tional compatibility conditions we have presented�

���� �The girl handed there tabs�

In this example a governed function serving as an argument to the pred�
icate �hand� has a semantically empty value� A separate condition of
semantic completeness could easily be added to our grammaticality re�
quirements� but such a restriction would be imposed independently by a
semantic translation procedure� A separate syntactic stipulation is there�
fore unnecessary�
In this section we have described several mechanisms for rejecting as

functionally deviant strings that have otherwise valid c�structure deriva�
tions� The Uniqueness Condition is the most basic well�formedness re�
quirement� since an f�structure does not even exist if it is not satis�ed� If
an f�structure does exist� it must satisfy any constraining schemata and
the Completeness and Coherence Conditions must hold� The combined
e�ect of these conventions is to impose very strong restrictions among the
components of a sentence�s f�structure and c�structure� so that seman�
tic forms and grammatical formatives can appear only in the appropri�
ate functional and constituent environments� Because of these functional
well�formedness conditions� there is no need for a separate notion of c�
structure subcategorization to guarantee that lexical cooccurrence restric�
tions are satis�ed� Indeed� Grimshaw ��	��� and Maling ��	��� suggest
that an account of lexical cooccurrences based on functional compatibility
is superior to one based on subcategorization�
These mechanisms ensure that syntactic compatibility holds between

a predicate and its arguments� A sentence may have other elements� how�
ever� that are syntactically related to the predicate but are not syntacti�
cally restricted by it� These are the adverbial and prepositional modi�ers
that serve as adjuncts of a predicate� Although adjuncts and predicates
must be associated in an f�structure so that the correct semantic relation�
ship can be determined� adjuncts are not within range of a predicate�s
syntactic schemata� A predicate imposes neither category nor feature
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restrictions on its adjuncts� semantic appropriateness being the only re�
quirement that must be satis�ed� As the temporal adjuncts in sentence
���� illustrate� adjuncts do not even obey the Uniqueness Condition�

���� The girl handed the baby a toy on Tuesday in the morning�

Since adjuncts do not serve as arguments to lexical predicates� they are
not governable functions and are thus also immune to the Completeness
and Coherence Conditions�
Given the formal devices we have so far presented� there is no f�

structure representation of adjuncts that naturally accounts for these
properties� If an individual adjunct is assigned as the value of an at�
tribute �e�g�� temp� loc� or simply adjunct�� the Uniqueness Condition
is immediately applicable and syntactic cooccurrence restrictions can in
principle be stated� However� the shared properties of adjuncts do follow
quite naturally from a simple extension to the notion of what a possible
value is� Besides the individual f�structure values for the basic grammati�
cal relations� we allow the value of an attribute to be a set of f�structures�
Values of this type are speci�ed by a new kind of schema in which the
membership symbol � appears instead of a de�ning or constraining equal�
sign�
The membership schema � � �� adjuncts� in the VP rule ����� for

example� indicates that the value of adjuncts is a set containing the
PP�s f�structure as one of its elements�

���� VP �� V NP
�� obj���

NP
�� obj����

PP�
� � �� adjuncts�

The � permits any number of adjuncts to be generated� and the �
metavariablewill be instantiated di�erently for each one� The f�description
for sentence ���� will thus have two membership statements� one for the
on Tuesday PP and one for in the morning � These statements will be
true only of an f�structure in which adjuncts has a set value containing
one element that satis�es all other statements associated with on Tuesday

and another element satisfying the other statements of in the morning �
The outline of such an f�structure is shown in �����
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����
�
�������������������

subj

�
spec a
num sg

pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� obj��i �

obj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �baby�

�

obj�

�
spec a
num sg
pred �toy�

�

adjuncts f �on Tuesday� �in the morning� g

�
�������������������

The braces in this representation surround the elements of the set value
they are distinct from the braces in c�structure rules that indicate alter�
native expansions� We have elided the adjuncts� internal functions since
they are not immediately relevant to the issue at hand and are the topic
of current syntactic and semantic research �e�g�� Neidle �	�� Halvorsen
�	����
The peculiar properties of adjuncts now follow from the fact that they

are treated syntactically as elements of sets� Membership statements
de�ne adjuncts to be elements of a predicate�s adjunct �pool�� but there
is no requirement of mutual syntactic compatibility among the various
elements� Hence� the Uniqueness Condition does not apply� Further�
since there is no notation for subsequently referring to particular members
of that set� there is no way that adjuncts can be restricted by lexical
schemata associated with the predicate��� Adjuncts are susceptible only
to conditions that can be stated on the rule elements that generate them�
Their category can be speci�ed� and feature requirements can be imposed
by schemata involving the � metavariable� Since reference to the adjunct
via � is not possible from other places in the string� our formal system
makes adjuncts naturally context�free���

Although the PP in ���� appears in the same position as the oblique
object PP category in our previous VP rule� the schemata on the two PP
rule elements are quite di�erent and apply to alternative lexical entries
of the preposition� The oblique object requires the case�marking lexical

��Unless� of course� the element is also the non�set value of another attribute� The
point is that the element is inaccessible in its role as adjunct� An interesting conse�
quence of this representation is that no cooccurrence restrictions between temporal
adverbs and tense can be stated in the syntax� a conclusion justi�ed independently by
Smith ���	���
��Conjoined elements are similar to adjuncts in some of these respects and might also
be represented in an f�structure as sets�
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entry �with the pcase feature de�ned�� while semantic translation of the
adjunct requires the predicate alternative of the preposition� Adjuncts
and oblique objects can both appear in the same sentence and in any
order� as illustrated by ��
a�b���� and sometimes a PP may be interpreted
ambiguously as either an adjunct or an oblique object� as in ��
c��

��
� a� The baby was handed the toy at �ve o�clock by the girl�

b� The baby was handed the toy by the girl at �ve o�clock�

c� The baby was handed the toy by the girl by the policeman�

To account for these facts� the adjunct possibility must be added as an
alternative to the oblique object PP in our previous VP rule ���a�� The
star operator outside the braces in ���� means that the choice between
the two PP�s may be repeated arbitrarily�

���� VP ��

V
�

NP
�� obj���

 �
NP

�� obj����


����
���

PP
�� ��pcase����

PP
���� adjuncts�

����
���
�

�
VP�

�� vcomp���



An equivalent but more compact formulation of this rule is given in ��	��
We have factored the common elements of the two PP alternatives� moving
the braces so that they enclose just the alternative schemata�

��	� VP ��

V
�

NP
�� obj���

 �
NP

�� obj����


PP��

�� ��pcase����
���� adjuncts�

� �
VP�

�� vcomp���



A simple extension to our solution algorithm permits the correct in�
terpretation of membership statements� We use a new operator Include
for membership statements� just as we use Merge for equalities� If d�
and d� are designators� a statement of the form d� � d� is processed
by performing Include�Locate�d��� Locate�d���� As formally de�ned in the
Appendix� the Include operator makes the value located for the �rst desig�
nator be an element of the set value located for the second designator the
f�description is marked inconsistent if that second value is known not to
be a set� With this extension our algorithm becomes a decision procedure
for f�descriptions that contain both membership and equality statements�

��There is sometimes a preferred ordering of adjuncts and oblique objects� Grammat�
ical descriptions might not be the proper account of these biases they might result
from independent factors operating in the psychological perception and production
processes� See Ford� Bresnan� and Kaplan ������ for further discussion�
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� Levels of representation

We have now covered almost all the major structures and mechanisms
of lexical�functional grammar� except for the bounded tree relations that
govern long�distance grammatical dependencies� We postpone that dis�
cussion for still a few more pages in order to �rst review and reinforce
some earlier claims�
We said at the outset that constituent structures and functional struc�

tures are formally quite di�erent� and the descriptions of the preceding
pages have ampli�ed that point considerably� However� the mechanisms
of our formal system the immediate domination metavariables and the
various grammatical and lexical schemata presuppose and also help to
establish a very close� systematic connection between the two levels of
representation� Our claim of formal distinctness would of course be mean�
ingless if this close connection turned out to be an isomorphism� so it is
worth describing and motivating some ways in which c�structures and f�
structures for English diverge� We show that individual c�structure nodes
are not isomorphic to subsidiary f�structures for particular sentences and�
more generally� that there is no simple relationship between node con�g�
urations and grammatical functions�
We observe �rst that our instantiation procedure de�nes only a par�

tial correspondence between c�structure nodes and subsidiary f�structures�
There are both c�structure nodes with no corresponding f�structures and
also f�structures that do not correspond to c�structure nodes� The former
situation is illustrated in our previous examples by every c�structure node
which is not assigned a ��variable and therefore has no � f�structure� The
English imperative construction gives a simple illustration of the latter
case� the subsidiary f�structure representing �you� as the �understood�
subject is not associated with a c�structure node� Plausible c� and f�
structures for the imperative sentence �	�a� would be generated by the
alternative expansion for S in �	�b�� assuming that the lexical entry for
hand has a !�valued inf�initive� feature��	

�	�� a� Hand the baby a toy�

b� S �� VP
� � �

�� inf��c !
�� subj pred� � �you�

With this rule� the c�structure contains no NP dominated by S� yet the �

��A more realistic example would specify an imperative mood marker and perhaps
other features�
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f�structure of the S node has as its subj another full��edged f�structure�
de�ned completely by grammatical schemata�

�	�� �
�������������

subj
�
pred �you�

	
inf �

pred �hand h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� obj��i �

obj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �baby�

�

obj�

�
spec a
num sg
pred �toy�

�

�
�������������

A standard transformational grammar provides a dummy NP as a deep
structure subject so that the correct semantic interpretation can be con�
structed and the necessary cooccurrence restrictions enforced� Our func�
tional subject is su�cient for these purposes the dummy NP is without
surface justi�cation and therefore does not appear in the c�structure�
Second� when nodes and subsidiary f�structures do correspond� the

correspondence is not necessarily one�to�one� An identi�cation schema�
for example� usually indicates that two distinct nodes are mapped onto
a single f�structure� In ���� a single f�structure is assigned to the ��
variables for both the S and VP nodes in the c�structure given in �����
in accordance with the identi�cation equation ���b�� The two distinct
nodes exist in ���� to capture certain generalizations about phrase struc�
ture cooccurrences and phonological patterns� The identi�cation has the
e�ect of �promoting� the functional information associated with the VP
so that it is at the same hierarchical level as the subj� This brings the
subj within range of the pred semantic form� simplifying the statement
of the Completeness and Coherence Conditions and allowing a uniform
treatment of subjects and objects� As noted above� this kind of promotion
also permits lexical speci�cation of certain contextual restrictions� such
as subject�verb number agreements�
Let us now consider the relationship between con�gurations of c�

structure nodes and grammatical functions� The imperative example
shows that a single functional role can be �lled from distinct node con�
�gurations� While it is true for English that an S�dominated NP always
yields a subj function� a subj can come from other sources as well� The
grammatical schema on the VP for the imperative actually de�nes the
subj�s semantic form� For a large class of other examples� the understood
subject �that is� not from an S�NP con�guration� is supplied through a
schema of functional control � Control schemata� which identify grammat�
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ical relations at two di�erent levels in the f�structure hierarchy� o�er a
natural account for so�called �equi� and �raising� phenomena��


Sentence �	�� contains the equi�type verb persuaded � The intuitive in�
terpretation of the baby NP in this sentence is as an argument of both per�
suade and go� This interpretation will be assigned if persuaded has the
lexical entry �	��� given our previous VP rule ���� and the new schemata
in �	�� for the VP��s optional to�

�	�� The girl persuaded the baby to go�

�	�� persuaded V �� tense� � past

�� vcomp to� �c !
�� vcomp subj� � �� obj�

�� pred� � �persuade h�� subj�� �� obj�� �� vcomp�i

�	�� VP� ��
�
� to

�� to� � !
�� inf��c !

�
A VP

� � �

Our rules generate a c�structure in which persuaded is followed by an NP
and a VP�� where the VP� is expanded as a to�complement� This is shown
in �	���

�	�� S

NP VP

Det N V NP VP�

Det N V

The girl persuaded the baby to go

The f�structure for the baby NP becomes the obj of persuaded and the
VP� provides the vcomp� The control schema� the second to last one in
�	��� identi�es the obj f�structure as also being the subj of the vcomp�
That f�structure thus appears in two places in the functional hierarchy
�	���

��The term grammatical control is sometimesused as a synonym for functional control�
This kind of identi�cation is distinct from anaphoric control� which links pronouns to
their antecedents� and constituent control� which represents long�distance dependen�
cies� Constituent control is discussed in Section 	� For discussions of functional and
anaphoric control� see Andrews �����b�� Bresnan �����a�� Neidle �������
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�	�� �
�����������������������

subj

�
spec a
num sg
pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �persuade h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� vcomp�i

obj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �baby�

�

vcomp

�
������
subj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �baby�

�

inf �

to �

pred �go h�� subj�i �

�
������

�
�����������������������

The complement in this f�structure has essentially the same grammatical
relations that would be assigned to the that�complement sentence �	
��
even though the c�structure for the that�complement is quite di�erent�

�	
� The girl persuaded the baby that the baby �should� go�

The contrast between oblique objects and adjuncts shows that similar
c�structure con�gurations a VP dominating a PP can be mapped into
distinct grammatical functions� A comparison of the equi verbs persuaded
and promised provides another illustration of the same point� Sentence
�	�� is the result of substituting promised for persuaded in sentence �	���

�	�� The girl promised the baby to go�

This substitution does not change the c�structure con�gurations� but for
�	�� the girl � not the baby � is understood as an argument of both the
matrix and complement predicates� This fact is easily accounted for if the
control schema in the lexical entry for promised identi�es the complement
subj with the matrix subj instead of the matrix obj�

�		� promised V �� tense� � past

�� pred� � �promise h�� subj�� �� obj�� ��vcomp�i �
�� vcomp to� �c !
�� vcomp subj� � �� subj�

With this lexical entry� the f�structure for �	�� correctly de�nes �girl� as
the argument of �go��
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The f�structure di�erence for the two types of equi verbs thus follows from
the di�ering functional control schemata in their lexical entries� not from
any c�structure di�erence�
From a formal point of view� there is no restriction on which grammat�

ical relations in the matrix and complementmay be identi�ed by a schema
for functional control� Very strong limitations� however� are imposed by
the substantive linguistic theory that is based on our lexical�functional for�
malism� As discussed by Bresnan ��	��a�� the functional control schemata
of human languages universally identify the subj of a complement with
the subj� obj� or obj� of the matrix��� Control schemata for verb phrase
complements di�erent from those above for promised and persuaded may
not appear in the grammar or lexicon of any human language� This
universal stipulation explains the familiar contrast in the passivization
behavior of persuade and promise�

����� a� The baby was persuaded to go by the girl�

b� �The baby was promised to go by the girl�

Bresnan ��	��c� argues that the systematic relationship between actives
and their corresponding passives can be expressed by a universal lexical
rule� In simple terms� this rule asserts that for any language� if an active
lexical entry for a stem mentions the subj and obj functions� then there
is a passive lexical entry based on the same stem in which subj is replaced
by an oblique�object function and obj is replaced by subj� For English�

��The topic function in English relative clauses and in tough�movement constructions
may also be functionally controlled� as described in Section 	�
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the passive oblique object is marked by the preposition by � so the English
instance of this universal rule is as follows���

����� �� subj� �� �� by obj�
�� obj� �� �� subj�
�� participle� � passive

This rule indicates the replacements to be performed and also spec�
i�es that a participle schema appears in passive entries in addition to
other schemata derived from the stem� Accordingly� the passive lexical
entries based on the stems underlying the past tense forms persuaded and
promised are as follows�

����� a� persuaded V �� participle� � passive

�� vcomp to� �c !
�� vcomp subj� � �� subj�

�� pred� � �persuade h�� by obj�� �� subj�� �� vcomp�i

b� promised V �� participle� � passive

�� vcomp to� �c !
�� vcomp subj� � �� by obj�

�� pred� � �promise h�� by obj�� �� subj�� �� vcomp�i

Notice that �� subj� and �� obj�� the left�hand designators in the lexical
rule� are replaced inside semantic forms as well as in schemata� The con�
trol schema in ����a� conforms to the universal restriction on functional
control� but the one in ����b� does not� Since ����b� is not a possible
lexical entry� promise may not be passivized when it takes a verb phrase
complement�
We have argued that the to�complement and that�complement of per�

suaded have essentially the same internal functions� The sentences �	��
and �	
� in which those complements are embedded are not exact para�
phrases� however� The that�complement sentence allows a reading in
which two separate babies are being discussed� while for sentence �	��
there is only one baby who is an argument of both persuade and go� This
di�erence in interpretation is more obvious when quanti�ers are involved�
����a� and ����b� are roughly synonymous� and neither is equivalent to
����c��

����� a� The girl persuaded every baby to go�

b� The girl persuaded every baby that he should go�

c� The girl persuaded every baby that every �other� baby should
go�

�	See Bresnan �����c� for a discussion of the morphological changes that go along
with these functional replacements�
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Since semantic translation is de�ned on functional structure� f�structures
must mark the di�erence between occurrences of similar subsidiary f�
structures where semantic coreferentiality is implied� as in the to�
complement� and occurrences where the similarity is only accidental�
The necessary f�structure distinction follows from a simple formal

property of semantic forms that we now introduce� The semantic form
representations that appear in schemata are treated as �meta� seman�
tic forms� templates for an in�nite number of distinct �actual� semantic
forms� Just as an actual variable is substituted for a metavariable by the
instantiation procedure� so a meta�form is replaced by a unique actual
form� identi�ed by attaching an index to the predicate�argument speci��
cation� A given schema� say ����a�� might be instantiated as ����b� at
one node in the tree and ����c� at another�

����� a� �� pred� � �baby�

b� �f� pred� � �baby��
c� �f� pred� � �baby��

F�description statements and f�structures thus contain recognizably dis�
tinct instances of the semantic forms in the grammar and lexicon� Each
indexed actual form enters into predicate�argument relations as indicated
by the meta�form� but the di�erent instances are not considered identical
for the purposes of semantic translation or functional uniqueness�
Returning to the two complements of persuaded � we observe that only

one schema with �baby� is involved in the derivation of the to�complement
while two such schemata are instantiated for the that�complement� The
indices of the two occurrences of �baby� are therefore the same in the
indexed version of the to�complement�s f�structure ����� but di�erent in
the f�structure for the that�complement ���
����

��F�structure ���	� ignores such details as the tense and mood of the that�complement�
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The semantic contrast between the two complement types is marked in
these f�structures by the di�ering patterns of semantic form indexing�
It is technically correct to include indices with all semantic forms in

f�descriptions and f�structures� but the nonidentity of two forms with dis�
similar predicate�argument speci�cations is clear even without explicit
indexing� We adopt the following convention to simplify our representa�
tions� two semantic form occurrences are assumed to be distinct unless
they have the same predicate�argument speci�cation and the same index�
With this convention only the indices on the �baby� semantic forms are
necessary in ������ and none of the indices are needed in ���
�� Control
equations imply that entire substructures to which coindexed semantic
forms belong will appear redundantly in several positions in an enclosing
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f�structure� This suggests a stronger abbreviatory convention which also
highlights the cases of f�structure identity� The internal properties of a
multiply�appearing subsidiary f�structure are displayed at only one place
in an enclosing f�structure� The fact that it is also the value of other
attributes is then indicated by drawing lines from the location of those
other attributes to the fully expanded value�

�����
�
��������������������

subj

�
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num sg
pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �persuade h�� subj� � �� obj� � �� vcomp�i �
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�

vcomp

�
���
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inf �
to �

pred �go h�� subj�i �

�
���

�
��������������������

This graphical connection makes it clear even without explicit indices on
�baby� that the object f�structure serves in several functional roles�
While a semantic form instance occurring in several positions indicates

semantic coreferentiality� di�erent instances are seen as both semantically
and functionally distinct� This means that any attempt to equate di�erent
instances will violate the Uniqueness Condition� even if they have the
same predicate�argument speci�cation� This is an important consequence
of the semantic form instantiation procedure� For example� it rules out
an analysis of string ���	� in which both prepositional phrases are merged
together as the by obj� even though the PP f�structures agree in all other
features�

���	� �The baby was given a toy by the girl by the girl�

As another example� the distinctness of semantic form instances permits
a natural description of English subject�auxiliary inversion� As shown in
������ the auxiliary can occur either before or after the subject� but it
must appear in one and not both of those positions�

����� a� A girl is handing the baby a toy�

b� Is a girl handing the baby a toy"

c� �A girl the baby a toy�

d� �Is a girl is handing the baby a toy"

In transformational theories� facts of this sort are typically accounted for
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by a rule that moves a single base�generated item from one position to
another� Since no transformational apparatus is included in LFG� we
must allow the c�structure grammar to optionally generate the auxiliary
in both positions� for example� by means of the following modi�ed S and
VP rules�

����� a� S ��
�

V
�� aux� �c !


NP

�� subj� � �
�� case� � nom

VP
� � �
�� tense�

b� VP ���
V
��

NP
�� obj���

�
NP

�� obj����


PP��

�� �� pcase����
� � �� adjuncts�

�� VP�

�� vcomp���



These rules provide c�structure derivations for all the strings in ������
However� ����c� is incoherent because there are no pred�s for the NP ar�
guments� and it also fails to satisfy the tense existential constraint� The
f�description for ����d� is inconsistent because the separately instantiated
semantic forms for is are both assigned as its pred� The aux constraint
in ����a� permits only verbs marked with the aux feature to be fronted�
In Section � we treated the auxiliary is as a main verb taking an

embedded VP complement with a control schema identifying the matrix
and embedded subjects �see �
���� Is is unlike persuaded and promised in
that the f�structure serving two functional roles is not an argument of two
predicates� subj does not appear in the semantic form �progh�� vcomp�i��
The wider class of raising verbs di�ers from equi verbs in just this respect�
Thus� the lexical entry for persuade maps the baby f�structure in ����� into
argument positions of both persuade and go� The obj of the raising verb
expected � however� is an argument only of the complement�s predicate� as
stipulated in the lexical entry ������

����� expected V �� tense� � past

�� pred� � �expect h�� subj� � �� vcomp�i
�� vcomp to� �c !
�� vcomp subj� � �� obj�

Except for the semantic form change� the f�structure for sentence ����a�
is identical to ������ This minor change is su�cient to account for the
well�known di�erences in the behavior of these two classes of verbs� as
illustrated by ����b� and ����c� �see Bresnan �	��c for a fuller discussion��

����� a� The girl expected the baby to go�

b� The girl expected there to be an earthquake�

c� �The girl persuaded there to be an earthquake�
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The di�erence between the raising and equi semantic forms shows that
the set of grammatical relations in an f�structure cannot be identi�ed with
argument positions in a semantic translation� This is evidence for our
early claim that the functional level is also distinct from the semantic level
of representation� A stronger justi�cation for this distinction comes from
considerations of quanti�er scope ambiguities� The sentence ����a� has a
single f�structure� yet it has two semantic translations or interpretations�
corresponding to the readings ����b� and ����c��

����� a� Every man voted in an election�

b� �There was an election such that every man voted in it��

c� �For every man there was an election such that he voted in it��

The election quanti�er has narrow scope in ����b� and wide scope in
����c�� This ambiguity is not represented at the level of syntactic func�
tions since no syntactic generalizations depend on it� Instead� the alter�
native readings are generated by the procedure that produces semantic
translations or interpretations for f�structures���

The distinctions between c�structure� f�structure� and semantic struc�
ture are supported by another scope�related phenomenon� Sentence
����a� also has two readings� as indicated in ����b� and ����c��

����� a� Everybody has wisely selected their successors�

b� �Wisely� everybody has selected their successors �i�e�� it is wise
of everybody to have selected their successors���

c� �Everybody selected their successors in a wise manner��

The adverb has sentence scope in ����b� and so�called VP scope in ����c��
The single f�structure for this sentence not only fails to represent the
ambiguity but also fails even to preserve a VP unit to which the narrow
scope might be attached� The f�structure is �attened to facilitate the
statement of certain syntactic cooccurrence restrictions� to simplify the
Completeness and Coherence Conditions� as mentioned above� and also to
permit simple speci�cations of control relations� Independent motivation
for our proposal that the scope of semantic operators is not tied to a VP c�
structure node or an f�structure corresponding to it comes from Modern
Irish� a VSO language that nonetheless exhibits this kind of ambiguity
�McCloskey �	
	��
We have shown that functional structure in LFG is an autonomous

level of linguistic description� Functional structure contains a mixture of
syntactically and semantically motivated information� but it is distinct

��This line of argumentation was suggested by P� K� Halvorsen �personal communica�
tion�� Halvorsen ������ ���
� gives a detailed description of a translation procedure
with multiple outputs�
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from both constituent structure and semantic representation� Of course�
we have not demonstrated the necessity of such an intermediate level
for mapping between surface sequences and predicate�argument relations�
Indeed� Gazdar ��	��� argues that a much more direct mapping is possi�
ble� In Gazdar�s approach� the semantic connection between a functional
controller and controllee� for example� is established by semantic trans�
lation rules de�ned directly on c�structure con�gurations� The semantic
representation for the embedded complement includes a logical variable
that is bound to the controller in the semantic representation of the ma�
trix� It seems� however� that there are language�particular and universal
generalizations that have no natural expression without an f�structure�
like intermediate level� For example� in addition to semantic connections�
functional control linkages seem to transmit purely syntactic elements 
expletives like it and there� syntactic case�marking features �Andrews
�	��a�b�� and semantically empty idiom chunks� Without an f�structure
level� either a separate feature propagationmechanismmust be introduced
to handle this kind of dependency in the c�structure� or otherwise unmo�
tivated semantic entities or types must be introduced so that semantic
�ltering mechanisms can be applied to the syntactic elements� As an�
other example� Levin ��	��� has argued that a natural account of sluicing
constructions requires the mixture of information found in f�structures�
And �nally� Bresnan ��	��a�c� and Mohanan ��	��a�b� observe that uni�
versal characterizations of lexical rules and rules of anaphora are stated
more naturally in terms of grammatical functions than in terms of phrase
structure con�gurations or properties of semantic representations� Fur�
ther investigation should provide even stronger justi�cation for functional
structure as an essential and independent level of linguistic description�

� Long�distance dependencies

We now turn to the formal mechanisms for characterizing the long�
distance grammatical dependencies such as those that arise in English
questions and relatives� As is well known� in these constructions an ele�
ment at the front of a clause is understood as �lling a particular grammat�
ical role within the clause� Exactly which grammatical function it serves
is determined primarily by the arrangement of c�structure nodes inside
the clause� The who before the indirect question clause is understood as
the subject of the question in ����a� but as the object in ����b��

����� a� The girl wondered who saw the baby�

b� The girl wondered who the baby saw �

c� �The girl wondered who saw �

d� �The girl wondered who the baby saw the toy�
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In both cases� who is assigned the clause�internal function appropriate
to the c�structure position marked by the blank� a position where an
expected element is missing� Examples ����c�d� indicate that there must
be one and only one missing element� Sentence ���
�� in which the who is
understood as the object of a clause embedded inside the question� shows
the long�distance nature of this kind of dependency�

���
� The girl wondered who John believed that Mary claimed that the
baby saw �

Sentence ������ however� demonstrates the well�known fact that the re�
gions of the c�structure that such dependencies may cover are limited in
some way� although not simply by distance�

����� �The girl wondered who John believed that Mary asked who
saw �

The dependencies illustrated in these sentences are examples of what
we call constituent control � As with functional control� constituent control
establishes a syntactic identity between elements that would otherwise be
distinct��� In the case of functional control the linkage is between the
entities �lling particular functional roles and� as described in Section ��
is determined by lexical schemata that are very restricted substantively�
Functional control schemata identify particular functions �such as subj
or obj� at one f�structure level with the subj of a particular complement�
Linkages over apparently longer distances� as in ���	�� are decomposed
into several strictly local identi�cations� each of which links a higher func�
tion to the subj one level down�

���	� John persuaded the girl to be convinced to go�

The f�description for this example contains statements that equate the
obj of persuaded with the subj of be� the subj of be with the subj of
convinced � and �nally the subj of convinced with the subj of go� The fact
that girl is understood as the subject of go then follows from the transi�
tivity of the equality relation� However� it is characteristic of functional
control that girl also bears grammatical relations to all the intermedi�
ate verbs� and that the intermediate verbs necessarily carry the required
control schemata� A long�distance functional linkage can be made unac�
ceptable by an intermediate lexical change that has no c�structure conse�
quences�

����� a� There was expected to be an earthquake�

b� �There was persuaded to be an earthquake�

��The term syntactic binding is sometimes used as a synonym for constituent control�
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The f�structure becomes semantically incomplete when the equi verb per�
suaded is substituted for the intervening raising verb�
Constituent control di�ers from functional control in that constituent

structure con�gurations� not functional relations� are the primary con�
ditioning factors� As illustrated in �������
�� at one end of the linkage
�called the constituent controllee�� the clause�internal function may be de�
termined by the position of a c�structure gap� The relative clause in �����
demonstrates that the c�structure environment alone can also de�ne the
other end of the linkage �called the constituent controller��

����� The toy the girl handed to the baby was big�

This sentence has no special words to signal that toy must enter into a
control relationship� Finally� the linked entity bears no grammatical rela�
tion to any of the predicates that the constituent dependency covers �e�g��
believed and claimed in ���
�� and there are no functional requirements on
the material that may intervene between the controller and the controllee�
Instead� the restrictions on possible linkages involve the con�guration of
nodes on the controller�controllee c�structure path� for example� the in�
terrogative complement of asked on the controller�controllee path in �����
is the source of that string�s ungrammaticality�
Decomposing these long�distance constituent dependencies into chains

of functional identi�cations would require introducing otherwise unmoti�
vated functions at intermediate f�structure levels� Such a decomposition
therefore cannot be justi�ed� A strategy for avoiding spurious functions
is to specify these linkages by sets of alternative direct functional identi�
�cations� One alternative would link the who to the subj of the clause
for ����a�� and a second alternative would link to the obj for ����b��
Question clauses with one embedded sentential complement would require
alternatives for the scomp subj and scomp obj the two embeddings in
���
� would require scomp scomp obj and so on� This strategy has an
obvious di�culty� without a bound on the functional distance over which
this kind of dependency can operate� the necessary alternative identi��
cations cannot be �nitely speci�ed��� The functional apparatus of our
theory thus does not permit an adequate account of these phenomena�

��In any event� the schemata in these alternatives violate the substantive restriction
on functional control mentioned above� They also run counter to a second substantive
restriction� the principle of functional locality� This principle states that for human
languages� designators in lexical and grammatical schemata may specify no more than
two function�applications� This limits the context over which functional properties
may be explicitly stipulated� The recursive mechanisms of the c�structuregrammar are
required to propagate informationacross wider functional scopes� The localityprinciple
is a functional analogue of the context�free nature of our c�structure grammars�
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If a single constituent contains no more than one controllee� it is pos�
sible to encode enough information in the c�structure categories to ensure
a correspondence between controllers and controllees� as suggested by
Gazdar ��	���� This encoding obviously captures the fact that these de�
pendencies are sensitive to constituent con�gurations� Gazdar also shows
that appropriate semantic representations can be de�ned by translations
associated with the phrase structure rules� Maling and Zaenen ��	���
point out that this approach becomes considerably less attractive if a sin�
gle constituent can contain more than one controllee� as in the familiar
interaction of tough�movement and questions in English�

����� I wonder which violin the sonatas are easy to play on �

Furthermore� no encoding into a �nite number of categories is possible for
languages such as Swedish and Norwegian� for which� according to Maling
and Zaenen ��	��� and Engdahl ��	��a�b�� no natural limit can be set on
the number of controllees in a single constituent�
Our problem� then� is to provide a formal mechanism for representing

long�distance constituent dependencies that does not require unmotivated
grammatical functions or features� allows for an unbounded number of
controllees in a single constituent� and permits a succinct statement of
the generalizations that govern grammatical phenomena of this sort� The
necessary descriptive apparatus is found in the formal interpretation of
bounded domination metavariables�
The bounded domination metavariables � and � are similar to the

immediate domination variables � and � in that they appear in gram�
matical and lexical schemata but are instantiated with actual variables
when the f�description is formed� The instantiation procedure for both
kinds of variables has the e�ect of substituting the same actual variable for
matched metavariables attached to di�erent nodes in the c�structure� The
di�erence is that for a matched ��� pair� the schemata must be attached
to nodes in a relationship of immediate domination� while matching �
and � may be attached to nodes separated in the tree by a longer path�
These are called �bounded domination metavariables� because that path
is limited by the occurrence of certain �bounding� nodes� The � metavari�
able is attached to a node at the upper end of the path and represents
the controller of a constituent control relationship��� The matching � is
lower in the tree and represents the controllee of the relationship� The
instantiation procedure for these variables establishes the long�distance

��Technically� the terms controller and controllee refer to the bounded domination
metavariables and not to the nodes that they are attached to� In this respect� we
depart from the way these terms have been used in other theoretical frameworks�
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identi�cation of the controller and controllee directly� without reliance on
transitive chains of intervening equations�
We illustrate the general properties of our mechanism with a simple

example� suppressing for the moment a number of formal and linguistic
details� Consider the indirect question sentence ����b�� repeated here for
convenience�

����� b� The girl wondered who the baby saw �

We assume that the predicate for wondered takes an interrogative com�
plement argument� as indicated in the lexical entry ��������

����� wondered V �� tense� � past

�� pred� � �wonder h�� subj� � �� scomp�i �

According to the rules in ������ scomp�s are based on constituents in
the category S�� and S� expands as an NP followed by an S�

����� a� VP �� V S�

�� scomp� � �

b� S� �� NP
�� q�focus�� �

�� �

S
� � �

The schemata in ����b� mark the initial NP as the question�s focus
�q�focus� and also identify it with �� the controller of a gap in the fol�
lowing S� The initial NP for our example is realized as the interrogative
pronoun who� which has the following lexical entry�

����� who N �� pred� � �who�

The �nal rule for this example associates the controllee metavariable �
with a gap position inside the clause� As shown in ������ we allow c�
structure rules to expand a nonterminal category as the empty string�
symbolized by e� This gives a formal representation for the intuition that
an element of that category is missing�

����� NP �� e

� � �

��Grimshaw ���	�� has argued that the sentential complement is restricted to be
interrogative by the semantic type of the predicate �wonder�� A separate functional
speci�cation of this restriction is therefore unnecessary�
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The schema on the empty expansion introduces the controllee meta�
variable��	 This NP alternative must be utilized for the object of saw
so that ����b� is assigned the c�structure ���
��

���
� S

NP VP

Det N V S�

NP S

N NP VP

Det N V NP

The girl wondered who the baby saw e

The instantiation procedure for metavariables still has an attachment
phase� a variable introduction phase� and a substitution phase� just as
it was presented in Section �� Schemata are attached to appropriate c�
structure nodes in the �rst phase without regard to the kinds of metavari�
ables they contain� The attachments for nodes in the embedded S� subtree
are shown in ������

��Our controlled e is a base�generated analogue of the traces left by Chomsky�s ���		�
rule of wh�movement� However� controlled e�s are involved only in the description of
constituent control� whereas Chomsky�s traces are also used to account for functional
control phenomena�

Our controller and controllee metavariables also resemble the hold action and the
virtual�retrieve arcs of the ATN formalism� Plausible processing models for both sys�
tems require similar computational resources to locate and identify the two ends of
the control relationship� Thus� the experimental results showing that ATN resource
demands predict human cognitive load �Wanner and Maratsos ��	� Kaplan ��	�b�
are also compatible with lexical�functional grammar� However� we discuss below cer�
tain aspects of our theory for which standard ATN notation has no equivalents� the
appearance of controllees in the lexical entries of fully realized items� the root�node
speci�cations� and the bounding node conventions� Moreover� our theory does not have
the characteristic left�right asymmetry of the ATN notation and thus applies equally
well to languages like Basque� where constituent ordering is reversed�
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�����
�� scomp���

S�

�� q�focus���
���
NP

���
S

�� pred���who�
N

�� subj���
NP

���
VP

�� spec��the
Det

�� num��sg
�� pred���baby�

N
�� obj���
NP

�� tense��past
�� pred���seeh� � �i�

V

who the baby saw
���
e

In the second phase� distinct actual variables are introduced for the root
node and for every node where a schema contains a � metavariable� This
provides the ��variables for the nodes� as before� However� an additional
variable is introduced for each node with a schema containing the con�
troller metavariable �� providing a ��variable for that node� For this
simple example� only the who NP node has a controller and receives the
extra variable assignment� The annotations ��f� and ��f� on that node in
���	� record the association between metavariables and actual variables�
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���	�
�� scomp���

f��S
�

�� q�focus���
���

�� f��

�� f� �
NP

���
f	�S

�� pred���who�
N

�� subj���
f
�NP

���
f��VP

�� spec��the
Det

�� num��sg
�� pred���baby�

N
�� obj���
f���NP

�� tense��past
�� pred���seeh� � �i�

V

who the baby saw
���
e

For immediate domination metavariables� the instantiation is completed
by substituting a node�s ��variable for all the ��s at that node and for all
corresponding � �s� those in schemata attached to its daughter nodes� The
treatment of bounded domination metavariables is similar in that the ��
variable of a node replaces all the ��s at that node and all corresponding
��s� The essential di�erence is that the nodes to which corresponding ��s
are attached may be further away in the c�structure�
The � corresponding to the � on the who NP in ���	� is attached to

the empty object of saw � The substitution phase of instantiation thus
adds the following statements to the f�description�

����� a� �f� q�focus� � f�

b� f� � f�

c� �f� pred� � �who�

d� �f� obj� � f��

e� f�� � f�
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Equation ����b� comes from the who NP node and ����e� comes from
the empty NP expansion� Both equations contain the ��variable f� and
thereby establish the crucial linkage� the semantic form �who� serves as
the pred in the object f�structure for saw and accounts for the fact that
who is understood as the second argument of �see�� This is apparent in
f�structure ������ the solution to sentence ����b��s f�description�

����� �
��������������������

subj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �wonder h�� subj� � �� scomp�i �

scomp

�
����������

q�focus
�
pred �who	

	
subj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �baby�

�

pred �see h�� subj� � �� obj�i �

tense past

obj

�
����������

�
��������������������

Thus� constituent control dependencies are handled in LFG by ex�
tending the instantiation procedure for mapping schemata on c�structure
nodes into f�description statements� Because we do not rely on inter�
mediate functional identi�cations� the statements in ����� are su�cient
to establish the same connection over longer c�structure distances� for
example� over the intervening to�complement in ������

����� The girl wondered who the baby persuaded the boy to see �

Except for possibly a di�erent choice of actual variables� the instantiation
procedure would again produce the statements ������ correctly represent�
ing the constituent control relation� The f�structure for this sentence has
both a functional control linkage and a constituent control linkage�
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�����
�
������������������������������������

subj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �wonder h�� subj� � �� scomp�i �

scomp

�
�������������������������

q�focus
�
pred �who	

	
subj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �baby�

�

tense past

pred �persuade h�� subj�� ��obj�� �� vcomp�i �

obj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �boy�

�

vcomp

�
������

subj

pred �see h�� subj� � �� obj�i �

inf �
to �

obj

�
������

�
�������������������������

�
������������������������������������

Note that there are no extraneous attributes or values to carry the con�
stituent control linkage through the persuade f�structure�
The instantiation procedure as described substitutes the same actual

variable for a � and any �corresponding� ��s� Beneath this vague notion
of correspondence lies some additional notation and a rich set of de�ni�
tions and restrictions that we now make precise� We observe �rst that
corresponding ��s and ��s must meet certain category requirements� As
examples ����a�b� indicate� the verb grow meaning �become� may be fol�
lowed by an adjective phrase but not an NP� while the verb reach meaning
�extend to� has just the opposite distribution� Example ����c� shows that
a controller may be associated with an AP at the beginning of an indirect
question� but its corresponding controllee must then be in an adjecti�
val position� Example ����d� demonstrates that metavariables associated
with NP�s must also be compatible�

����� a� She�ll grow that tall��height�

b� She�ll reach that �tall�height�

c� The girl wondered how tall she would grow��reach �

d� The girl wondered what height she would �grow�reach �
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We therefore allow bounded domination metavariables to carry speci�ca�
tions of c�structure categorial features� These speci�cations are written
as subscripts on the metavariables� and we require that corresponding
controllers and controllees have compatible subscripts� Thus� a �NP may
correspond to a �NP but not to a �AP� The contrast in ����d� then follows
from adding the subscript NP to the metavariables in our previous rules�

����� a� S� �� NP
�� q�focus�� �

�� �NP

S�

� � �

b� NP �� e

� � �NP

The rules for handling adjectival and prepositional dependencies have
analogous categorial markings� and cross�categorial correspondences are
thereby excluded�
For these examples� the categorial subscripts are redundant with the

categories of the nodes that the metavariables are associated with� but
this is not always the case� In ����a� the metavariable associated with
the topicalized S� is matched with a controllee on an e in a c�structure
NP position� a prepositional object� ����b� rules out the possibility that
the S� is dominated by an NP� The contrast between ����c� and ����d�
shows that a topicalized S� cannot control an S� c�structure position�

����� a� That he might be wrong he didn�t think of �

b� �He didn�t think of that he might be wrong�

c� He didn�t think that he might be wrong�

d� �That he might be wrong he didn�t think �

This pattern follows directly from associating a �NP metavariable with
the fronted S� node�
Another obvious property of acceptable correspondences is that cer�

tain tree relations must hold between the nodes to which corresponding
controller and controllee metavariables are attached� The e correspond�
ing to the who controller in ���	� must be dominated by the adjacent S
node� It cannot be located earlier or later in the main clause� nor inside
a more complicated NP in the who position� To put it in more technical
terms� we say that the S node in ���	� is the root of a control domain for
the who �NP� For a controller attached to a given node in the c�structure�
a control domain consists of the nodes in a subtree that a corresponding
controllee may be attached to� Our notion of corresponding metavariables
thus turns on a rigorous characterization of what nodes can be roots of
control domains and what nodes dominated by the root are contained in
the domain�
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A controller metavariable carries still another speci�cation that de�
termines what node may be its domain root� A closer examination of
the indirect question construction shows why this is needed� Rule ����a�
suggests that any noun phrase may appear at the front of an indirect
question� but this is of course not the case� The fronted phrase is re�
stricted to contain an interrogative word of some sort� That word need
not be at the top level of the NP as in ����b�� but may rather be deeply
embedded within it�

���
� The girl wondered whose playmate�s nurse the baby saw �

This sentence would be generated by the alternative NP rule ������ which
allows for possessors with genitive case in prenominal position��


����� NP �� NP
�� case� �c gen

�� poss� � �

N

A very natural way of guaranteeing the presence of a question word in the
appropriate contexts is to specify a constituent control relation between
the fronted NP of an indirect question and the interrogative embedded
underneath it� This is possible because constituent control in our theory
may a�ect not only null elements but also a designated set of lexical items
which includes interrogative pronouns� determiners� and adverbs�
Even though interrogative elements di�er in their major categorial

features� we assume that they are distinguished from other lexical items
by the appearance of a morphosyntactic feature �!wh� in their categorial
feature matrices� and we use this feature as the metavariable subscript
for the interrogative constituent control dependency� However� it is not
su�cient to revise our previous S� rule simply by adding a �!wh� controller
metavariable to the fronted NP�

���	� S� �� NP
�� q� � ���wh�
�� focus�� �

�� �NP

S
� � �

When the schemata from this rule are attached to the nodes in sentence
���
��s c�structure� two di�erent controllers� �NP and ���wh�� are associ�
ated with the fronted NP node� While we still intend the S to be the
domain root for the �NP� we intend the root for ���wh� to be the fronted
NP itself� In order to represent this distinction� we must explicitly mark
the individual controllers with category symbols that determine their re�
spective domain roots� The superscript S in the controller �S

NP
indicates

��We assume that morphological rules correlate the genitive case marking with the �s

su�x� and that whose is morphologically composed of who � �s�
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that the corresponding �NP must be found in an S�rooted control domain�
while the �!wh� controllee for �NP��wh� must be found beneath an NP node�
Moreover� the domain roots must be either the nodes to which the con�
trollers are attached or sisters of those nodes� as indicated in the following
de�nition�

����� Root node of a constituent control domain

Suppose �rc is a controller metavariable attached to a node N �
Then a node R is the root node of a control domain for �rc if and
only if

�a� R is a daughter of N �s mother� and
�b� R is labeled with category r �

Introducing root�category superscripts into the S� rule� we have�

����� S� �� NP
�� q� � �NP��wh�
�� focus�� �

�� �SNP

S
� � �

The �!wh� controllee for the interrogative linkage is associated with a
lexically realized N node� not with an empty string expansion� and the
schema containing the controllee metavariable does not come from the
grammar but rather from the lexical entry for who�

����� who N �� pred� � �who�
� � ���wh�

This lexical entry and our revised question rule yield the following f�
structure for sentence ���
����

�� Note as an aside that we have changed the q�focus identi�cation schema from
��
�a� to ����� because the questioned element is no longer the � f�structure of the
fronted NP� The new schema places the interrogative semantic form in a canonical
f�structure location that is independent of its degree of embedding� The complete
fronted NP is also recorded in a canonical f�structure location� as the value of the
function focus� That NP is accessible as the focus of the question as well as through
its clause�internal function obj� as indicated by the connecting line in ���
�� These
separate access paths de�ne the scope of di�erent rules for interpreting anaphors� The
focus path in the f�structure for sentence �i� permits the ordinary pronoun she to be
coreferential with Sally� even though this is not permitted by its clause�internal object
function� as shown by �ii��

i� Which of the men that Sally dated did she hate �

ii� �She hated one of the men that Sally dated�

iii� I wonder how proud of herself Bill thinks Sally is �

The clause�internal function governs the interpretation of re�exive pronouns �iii�
would otherwise be unacceptable because the re�exive is not a clause�mate of the
antecedent Sally� The problem posed by the contrast between examples �i� and �ii�
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����� �
����������������������������������

subj

�
spec the
num sg
pred �girl�

�

tense past

pred �wonder h�� subj� � �� scomp�i �

scomp

�
������������������������

q
h
case gen
pred �who	

i

focus

�
�������

num sg
pred �nurse	

poss

�
��
num sg
case gen
pred �playmate�

poss

�
��

�
�������

subj

�
spec the
num sg

pred �baby�

�

pred �see h�� subj� � �� obj�i �

tense past

obj

�
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�
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The root�node category speci�cation provides one part of the charac�
terization of what a control domain can be� To complete this character�
ization� we must de�ne which nodes dominated by the domain root are
contained in the domain� The wh�island in example ����� demonstrates
that at least some nodes in the domain root�s subtree do not belong to
the domain�

����� �The girl wondered what the nurse asked who saw �

Without some limitation on the extent of a domain� �NP�s at the gaps
would be interpretable as the controllees for who and what � respectively�
Limitations on what nodes may belong to a given control domain come
from the fact that nodes in certain c�structure con�gurations are classi�ed
as bounding nodes� The path from a node in a domain to the domain root
is then restricted as follows�
����� Bounding Convention

A node M belongs to a control domain with root node R if and
only if R dominates M and there are no bounding nodes on the
path from M up to but not including R�

was observed originally by Postal ���	��� The solution sketched here is developed in
greater detail by Zaenen �������
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The domain root thus carries a substantial theoretical burden as a c�
structure intermediary between the nodes to which a controller metavari�
able and its corresponding controllees are attached� The categorial su�
perscript on the controller metavariable is a direct and de�nite selector
of its domain roots� However� the path from a root to a corresponding
controllee�s node� while restricted by the Bounding Convention� is not
uniquely determined by the grammar�
It remains to extend our notion of grammaticality to take bounded

domination metavariables explicitly into account� Intuitively� we require
all controllers to have corresponding controllees and all controllees to have
corresponding controllers� so that there are no uninstantiated metavari�
ables in the f�description� We add the following to our previous list of
grammaticality conditions�

����� Grammaticality Condition

A string is grammatical only if its f�description is properly instan�
tiated�

The controller�controllee correspondence is one consequence of the formal
de�nition of proper instantiation�

���
� De�nition of Proper Instantiation

The f�description from a c�structure with attached schemata is
properly instantiated if and only if�

�a� no node is a domain root for more than one controller�
�b� every controller metavariable has at least one control do�

main�
�c� every controller metavariable corresponds to one and only

one controllee in each of its control domains�
�d� every controllee metavariable corresponds to one and only

one controller�
�e� all metavariable correspondences are nearly nested � and
�f� every domain root has a lexical signature�

For a properly instantiated f�description� there is a one�to�one mapping
between controllees and domain roots� and each domain root is associ�
ated with one and only one controller� This establishes the necessary
correspondence between metavariables� The de�nition of nearly nested

correspondences and the consequences of the restriction ���
e� are pre�
sented at the end of this section� where we discuss the possibility of a
single constituent containing several controllees�
The lexical signature clause is motivated primarily by formal consid�

erations� It establishes a connection between controlled e�s and actual
lexical items that plays an important role in the recursiveness proof pre�
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sented in Section �� For each domain root there must be a distinct word
in the terminal string� This word is called the lexical signature of the
domain root� The domain root must dominate its lexical signature� The
e�ect of ���
f� is that each domain root� and thus each control domain�
must be re�ected in the string in some unique way��� One possible in�
terpretation of this formal condition is that a control domain must have
a lexically realized �head�� The head can be de�ned in terms of the X�

category system� It can also be de�ned purely in functional terms� a
lexical head is the lexical item that contributes the pred semantic form
to a constituent�s � f�structure�
According to ���
�� corresponding metavariables of a grammatical sen�

tence must be in a c�structure con�guration as outlined in ������

�����
x

y �rc r

z �c

b

w �c

lexical
signature

In this c�structure and in the illustrations below� bounding nodes are
enclosed in boxes� The dashed line passes by the domain root to connect
the corresponding controller and controllee� The lower �c in ����� cannot
correspond to the controller because the bounding node b lies on the path
to the root r �

�	The lexical signature requirement and its formal implications are somewhat remi�
niscent of Peters� ���	
� Survivor property and Wasow�s ���	�� Subsistence property�
two restrictions that have been proposed to guarantee the recursiveness of transfor�
mational grammars� Those conditions are imposed on the input and output trees of a
transformational cycle� whereas ���	f� stipulates a property that must hold of a single
c�structure�
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Bounding nodes de�ne �islands� of the c�structure that constituent
control dependencies may not penetrate� They serve the same descrip�
tive purpose as Ross� ��	�
� constraints on transformational variables and
Chomsky�s ��	

� notion of cyclic or bounding categories� Those theo�
ries� however� have descriptive inadequacies� Ross hypothesized that con�
straints such as the Complex NP Constraint apply to all human languages�
but this has proved not to be the case� All Scandinavian languages� for
example� permit long�distance dependencies to cross the boundaries of
indirect questions� and all except for Icelandic permit them to cross the
boundaries of relative clauses as well �for illustrations� see Erteschik �	
��
Allwood �	
�� Engdahl �	��a�b� Maling and Zaenen �	���� Moreover� al�
though dependencies into English relative clauses ���	a� are unacceptable�
Ross himself noted that extractions from phrases within the lexically��lled
NP�s in examples like ���	b�c� are possible even in English�

���	� a� �I wonder who the man that talked to saw Mary�

b� I wonder who John saw a picture of �

c� Who was it that John denied the claim that he dated "

The restrictions on constituent control into English sentential comple�
ments and relative clauses seem to be governed by di�erent generaliza�
tions Godard ��	��� convincingly argues that a similar pattern holds for
complements and relatives in French� In Chomsky�s theory� the subja�
cency convention provides a general limitation on syntactic rules� The
domains of rule application are thereby restricted by the occurrence of
nodes in speci�ed categories� Chomsky shows that many of the proper�
ties of English dependencies follow from the assumption that S� and NP
�and possibly S� are bounding categories� One reasonable extension to
Chomsky�s theory de�nes bounding categories on a language�by�language
basis� stipulating a smaller �or perhaps empty� set of bounding categories
in the grammar of Swedish might give an account of the freer dependen�
cies exhibited by that language� However� the English sentences ���	b�c�
have no natural description in Chomsky�s system if all NP�s in English
are bounding nodes���

Bounding node speci�cations in lexical�functional grammar acknowl�
edge the fact that restrictions on long�distance dependencies may vary
between languages and between di�erent nodes of the same category in
particular languages� This �exibility does not diminish the explanatory
potential of our formal system� We expect that a substantive theory of

��Chomsky ���		� proposes to derive such examples by restructuring rules that move
the of prepositionalphrase and that�complement outside of the picture and claim NP�s
before the wh�movement rule applies� But such a reanalysis in all the relevant cases
cannot be justi�ed� as Godard ������ shows for French�
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human language based on our formalismwill stipulate a small� principled
set of c�structure con�gurations in which bounding nodes may appear�
The grammars of particular languages must draw from this universal in�
ventory of possible bounding nodes to identify the bounding categories
in individual c�structure rules �see Zaenen �	�� for some partial propos�
als�� Further work will of course be needed to formulate and justify a
universal bounding node theory� Our goal at present is only to illustrate
the notation and formal properties of our constituent control mechanisms�
A simple notational device is used to indicate that constituent control is
blocked by nodes in particular c�structure con�gurations� enclosing a cat�
egory on the right�hand side of a c�structure rule in a box speci�es that
the nodes derived by that rule element are bounding nodes�
We incorporate this notation into our treatment of indirect questions

for the variety of English in which they form islands� The S in these
constructions is a bounding node� as shown in the revised rule�

����� S� �� NP
�� q� � �NP

��wh�

�� focus�� �
�� �SNP

S
� � �

Notice �rst that the bounding node introduced by this rule does not
block the simple indirect question sentence ����b�� As shown in ������
this is because the S is the root node of the controller�s control domain�
Therefore� in accordance with the bounding convention ������ it does not
interfere with the metavariable correspondence�
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�����
S

NP VP

Det N V S�

NP�NP
��wh�

�S
NP

S

N���wh� NP VP

Det N V NP

The girl wondered who the baby saw e �NP

The dashed line in this illustration runs between the corresponding
metavariables� not between the nodes they are attached to� The con�
nected metavariables will be instantiated with the same actual variable�
The situation is di�erent for the more complicated string ������ Nei�

ther of the gaps inside the asked question belongs to the control domain
whose root node is the sister of what � This is because the who domain
root is a bounding node on the path from each of the controllees to the
root for the what �SNP�
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�����
S�

NP �NP
��wh�

�S
NP

S

N���wh� NP VP

Det N V S�

NP �NP
��wh� �

S
NP S

N���wh� NP VP

V NP

what the nurse asked who e �NP saw e �NP

Conditions ���
c�d� are not satis�ed� and the string is marked ungram�
matical�
Our box notation also permits an account of the apparent di�erence in

NP bounding properties illustrated in ���	�� The S� in the relative clause
expansion rule ����� is boxed� thus introducing a bounding node that
separates both of the gaps in example ���	a� from the who controller�

����� NP �� NP S

A proper instantiation for this example is therefore impossible� Con�
stituent control into the other NP constructions in ���	� is acceptable be�
cause they are derived by alternative rules which do not generate bound�
ing nodes� This distribution of bounding nodes has a further consequence�
Together with our hypothesis that the interrogative word inside a fronted
NP is subject to constituent control� it explains certain restrictions on
the location of the interrogative� Sentence ����a� shows that a fronted
NP may contain a relative clause� but example ����b� demonstrates that
the interrogative pronoun may not appear inside the relative� This is just
what we would predict� since the relative clause bounding node that sepa�
rates the NP metavariables in ����c� also blocks the �!wh� correspondence
in ����b��
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����� a� The girl whose pictures of the man that called Mary I saw
talked to John�

b� �The girl the pictures of the man that called whom I saw talked
to John�

c� �The girl who I saw pictures of the man that called talked to
John�

Though similar in these examples� there are English constructions in
which NP and �!wh� metavariables do not have the same privileges of
occurrence� We see in ����� and ����� that a controlled interrogative
may� but a controlled e may not� be located in the possessive modi�er of
an NP�

����� The girl wondered whose nurse the baby saw �

����� �The girl wondered who the baby saw �s nurse�

The ungrammaticality of ����� follows from making the prenominal gen�
itive NP be a bounding node� as in the revised NP rule ���
��

���
� NP �� NP
�� case� �c gen

�� poss� � �

N

The genitive bounding node also blocks a direct correspondence for the
�!wh� metavariables in ������ but a simple schema can be added to rule
���
� to circumvent the blocking e�ect just for interrogative dependencies�
This schema� ���wh� � �NP

��wh�
� splits what seems to be a single control

domain into two separate domains� one embedded inside the other� It
equates a �!wh� controllee for the upper domain with a �!wh� controller
for a lower domain�

����� NP �� NP
�� case� �c gen

�� poss� � �
���wh� � �NP��wh�

N

Because this schema links only �!wh� metavariables� constituent control
only for interrogatives is possible inside the genitive NP�� control for
empty NP�s is prohibited� The relevant c�structure relations for sentence
����� are illustrated in ���	��

��Constituent control dependencies for relative pronouns also penetrate the genitive
NP� This would follow automatically from the hypothesis that relative metavariables
share the ��wh subscript� The well�known distributional di�erences between relative
and interrogative items would be accounted for by additional features in the categorial
subscripts for the relative and interrogative dependencies and more selective speci�ca�
tions on the linking schemata associated with other bounding nodes�
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���	�
S�

NP ���wh� �
S
NP

S

NP
���wh�

�NP
��wh�

N NP VP

N ���wh� Det N V NP

whose nurse the baby saw e �NP

Special constraints have been proposed in transformational theory �e�g��
the Left Branch Condition of Ross �	�
� to account for the asymmetry in
����� and ������ The lexical�functional description of these facts is stated
within the grammar for English� without postulating extragrammatical
universal constraints� It thus predicts that this is an area of variation
among languages�
In contrast to the nonuniform bounding characteristics of NP�s� it can

be argued that in languages like English� Icelandic� and French� all S�s are
bounding nodes �see the discussions of verb inversion in control domains
in Bresnan and Grimshaw �	
� and Zaenen �	���� If so� the Bounding
Convention would also block the derivation of sentences such as ������
where the controllee is inside a verb phrase that�complement�

����� The girl wondered who the nurse claimed that the baby saw �

The linking schema appearing in the alternative S� rule ����� will let the
dependency go through in this case�

����� S� �� �that� S
� � �
� � �S

Neither of the metavariables in this linking schema has a categorial sub�
script� This is an abbreviation for a �nite set of alternative schemata of
the form �c � �Sc� where c is one of the types NP� �!wh�� PP� etc� Thus�
this schema will link metavariables of any type� passing on to the lower
controller the compatibility requirement of the upper one� With this rule�
the following c�structure is assigned to the sentential complement in ������
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�����
S�

NP �NP
��wh�

�S
NP

S

N���wh� NP VP

Det N V S�

S
�
�S

NP VP

Det N V NP

who the nurse claimed that the baby saw e �NP

Observe that the that node belongs to the control domain of the who �SNP
controller� since there is no bounding node on the path leading down to
it� The � on the left of the linking schema is thus instantiated with the
�SNP�variable of the who node� A separate variable is introduced for the �

S

on the right� and this is substituted for the �NP of the empty NP� which
belongs to the domain rooted in the complement S� The semantically
appropriate connections for ����� are thus established���

The de�nitions of our theory place controllees in a one�to�one cor�
respondence with domain roots and hence with lexical signatures� Our
de�nitions do not establish such a correspondence between controllees and
arbitrary constituents� there is nothing to prevent control domains from
overlapping� and any constituent in several domains may contain several

��Our use of linking schemata has some of the �avor of Chomsky�s subjacency con�
dition and COMP to COMP movement �e�g�� Chomsky ��		�� We mentioned above
that our speci�cation of bounding nodes di�ers from Chomsky�s� but there are other
signi�cant di�erences in our approaches� For one� we do not move constituents from
place to place� we merely assert that a functional equivalence obtains� That equiva�
lence enters into the f�description and is re�ected in the ultimate f�structure� but it
is never visible in the c�structure� Thus� we have a simple account of cases where
unmoved constituents are subject to the bounded domination constraints� as in Chi�
nese interrogatives �Huang ����� in such cases� the theory of Chomsky ���		� fails to
provide a uniform explanation�
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controllees��� Control domains will overlap whenever a domain root be�
longing to the domain of a higher controller is not marked as a bounding
node� The potential for multiple dependencies into a single constituent is
greater for languages whose grammars specify fewer bounding nodes� The
hypothesis that Swedish has fewer bounding nodes than English would
thus account for the less restrictive patterns of Swedish dependencies�
There are examples of multiple dependencies in English� however�

which we will use to illustrate the operation of our formalmechanism� The
recent literature contains many discussions of the interaction of tough�
movement and questions �see Chomsky ��	

� and Fodor ��	
��� for ex�
ample� and the references cited therein����

����� I wonder which violin the sonata is tough for her to play on
�

As we will see� the nodes in the VP� in this example lie within two control
domains� one rooted in the VP� in the sentential complement of tough
and the other rooted in the S after which� Before exploring the interac�
tions in this sentence� we sketch a grammar for simple tough�movement
constructions�
A predicate like tough is an adjective that can occur as the head of an

adjective phrase� Among the alternative expansions for AP is one that
allows the adjective to be followed by a sentential complement�

����� AP �� A S�

�� scomp� � �

The VP must of course permit AP�s as complements to copular verbs�
but the details of the VP grammar do not concern us here� Tough pred�
icates take in�nitival sentential complements� so the category S� must
also have an alternative expansion� Rule ����� allows S� to expand as a
for�complementizer followed by a subject NP and a VP��

��We also leave open the possibility that a given controller has several domain roots�
If several daughters of the controller node�s mother are labeled with the controller�s
categorial superscript� then each such daughter becomes the root of a domain that
must contain one corresponding controllee� This distributes the instantiation require�
ment to each of the domains independently� This suggests a plausible account for the
across�the�board properties of coordinate structures� but more intensive investigation
of coordination within the lexical�functional framework is needed before a de�nitive
analysis can be given�
��Chomsky ���		� has proposed an analysis of these sentences that does not involve
a double dependency� He suggests an alternative phrase structure for examples of
this type whereby the on prepositional phrase belongs somewhere outside the play

VP� Bach ���		� and Bresnan ���	�� point out that this proposal has a number of
empirical shortcomings�
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����� S� �� for NP
�� subj� � �

VP�

� � �
�� topic� � �VP

�

NP

The topic schema identi�es the topic with an NP controller metavari�
able whose corresponding controllee must be inside the VP�� Sentences
such as ������ where the subject of tough has a clause�internal function
in an embedded that�complement� justify treating this as a constituent
control dependency�

����� Mary is tough for me to believe that John would ever marry �

In some respects the topic function is like the focus function introduced
earlier for indirect questions� It raises an entity with a clause�internal
function to a canonical position in the f�structure hierarchy� providing an
alternative access path for various anaphoric rules �cf� note �	�� There are
substantive di�erences between topic and focus� however� The focus
relation marks new information in the sentence or discourse and therefore
is not identi�ed with any other elements� The topic function is a place�
holder for old information its value must be linked� either functionally or
anaphorically� to some other element� For tough predicates� the topic is
functionally controlled by a schema in the adjective�s lexical entry���

���
� tough A �� pred� � �toughh�� scomp�i�
�� scomp topic� � �� subj�

With these speci�cations� the f�structure for the simple tough�movement
sentence ����� is as shown in ���	�� and its c�structure is displayed in
��
���

����� The sonata is tough for her to play on the violin�

We are now ready to examine the double dependency in ������ In
this sentence violin has become the focus of an indirect question� The c�
structure for the complement of wonder is shown in ��
��� Since the VP�

domain is introduced without a bounding node� there is nothing to block
the correspondence between the object NP of on and the NP controller for
which violin� The correspondence for the topic metavariables in tough�s
complement is established just as in the simpler example above� Thus�
the metavariables can be properly instantiated� and the intuitively correct
f�structure will be assigned to this sentence�
As has frequently been noted� the acceptability of these double de�

pendencies is sensitive to the relative order of controllees and controllers�

��The preposed item in relative clauses is also a topic� Although the relative topic

might be functionally controlled when the clause is embedded next to the NP that it
modi�es� it must be linked anaphorically when the relative is extraposed�
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If sonata is questioned and violin is the tough subject� the result is the
ungrammatical string ��
���

��
�� �I wonder which sonata the violin is tough for her to play on
�

The reading of this sentence in which which sonata is the object of on and
violin is the object of play is semantically unacceptable� but the semanti�
cally well�formed reading of our previous example ����� is not available�
Similarly� Bach ��	

� observes that potentially ambiguous sentences are
rendered unambiguous in these constructions� Sentence ��
�� can be as�
signed only the reading in which doctor is understood as the object of to
and patient is the object of about � even though the alternative interpre�
tation is equally plausible�

��
�� Which patient is that doctor easiest to talk to about "

As Baker ��	

�� Fodor ��	
��� and others have pointed out� there is a
simple and intuitive way of characterizing the acceptable dependencies in
these examples� If a line is drawn from each gap to the various lexical
items that are candidates for �lling it� then the permissible dependencies
are just those in which the lines for the separate gaps do not cross� Or�
to use Fodor�s terminology� only nested dependencies seem to be allowed�
The nested pattern of acceptable dependencies is an empirical con�

sequence of the requirement ���
e� that corresponding metavariables be
nearly nested� However� this restriction in our de�nition of proper instan�
tiation is strongly motivated by independent theoretical considerations�
as we point out in Section �� this requirement provides a su�cient condi�
tion for proving that lexical�functional languages are included within the
set of context�sensitive languages� Thus� our restriction o�ers not only
a description of the observed facts but also a formal basis for explaining
them�
As the �rst step in formalizing the notion of a nearly nested corre�

spondence� we establish an ordering on the bounded dominationmetavari�
ables attached to a c�structure� We order the c�structure nodes so that
each node comes before its daughters and right�sister �if any�� and all its
daughters precede its right�sister� If the node that one metavariable is
attached to precedes another metavariable�s node� then we say that the
�rst metavariable precedes the second� The ordering of metavariables can
be described more perspicuously in terms of a labeled�bracket representa�
tion of the c�structure tree� If metavariables are associated with the open
brackets for the nodes they are attached to� then the left�to�right sequence
in the labeled bracketing de�nes the metavariable ordering� This is illus�
trated with the �partial� bracketing for sentence ����� shown in Figure ��
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sentence �a�� We see from this representation that the �SNP on the fronted
noun phrase is ordered before the �VP

�

NP and that play �s direct object �NP
is ordered before the controllee after on�
Drawing lines between corresponding metavariables as ordered in Fig�

ure �� sentence �a� illustrates the intuitive contrast between nested and
crossed dependencies� The lines are shown in �b� for the acceptable nested
reading of ����� and in �c� for the unacceptable crossed dependency�
A precise formulation of this intuitive distinction can be given in terms

of the de�nition of a crossed correspondence�

��
�� De�nition of Crossed Correspondence

The correspondence of two metavariablesm� andm� is crossed by
a controller or controllee m� if and only if all three variables have
compatible categorial subscripts andm� but not its corresponding
controllee or controller is ordered between m� and m��

Obviously� a correspondence is nested if and only if it is not crossed� All
the correspondences in the acceptable readings for the examples above
are nested according to this de�nition� but the correspondences in the
unacceptable readings are not�
Metavariable correspondences can be allowed limited departures from

strict nesting without undermining the context�sensitivity of lexical� func�
tional languages� We associate with each metavariable correspondence an
integer called its crossing degree� This is simply the number of controllers
and controllees by which that correspondence is crossed� A correspon�
dence is strictly nested if its crossing degree is zero� Further� for each
lexical�functional grammar we determine another number� the crossing
limit of the grammar� A nearly nested correspondence is then de�ned as
follows�
��
�� De�nition of Nearly Nested Correspondence

A metavariable correspondence is nearly nested if its crossing de�
gree does not exceed the grammar�s crossing limit�

The signi�cant formal implication of this de�nition and the nearly nested
restriction on proper instantiation is that for any string the degree of
departure from strict nesting is bounded by a constant that is independent
of the length of that string�
The examples above suggest that the crossing limit for English is zero�

This limit can be maintained even in the face of apparent counterexamples
to the nesting proposals of other theories� Since our de�nition of crossed
correspondence ��
�� only involves metavariables with compatible catego�
rial subscripts� we have no di�culty with acceptable sentences containing
crossed dependencies of di�erent categories� Other classes of counterex�
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amples involve interactions of functional and constituent control� but our
restrictions are imposed only for constituent control dependencies� Thus�
there is no real cross�over in sentences such as ��
���

��
�� How nice a man would John be to marry "

The man NP is linked to the �rst gap� while John is linked to the second�
In our theory there is a functional identi�cation between John� the subj
of the complex predicate how nice a man� and the topic of its scomp�
The controller for the second dependency is thus ordered after the �rst
gap� Icelandic stands in contrast to English in having constituent control
dependencies that can be described correctly only on the hypothesis that
the crossing limit for that language is one �Maling and Zaenen �	����
We have presented in this section the major formal mechanisms for

characterizing the long�distance dependencies of natural language� We
have motivated and illustrated our formal apparatus with simple and
plausible fragments of English grammar� Constituent control is a syntac�
tic phenomenon of considerable complexity� and there are many empirical
and theoretical issues that we have not touched on and some that are still
to be resolved� No doubt future research in this area will lead to both sub�
stantive and formal re�nements of our theory� However� we expect the
broad outline of our approach to remain unchanged� lexical�functional
grammar treats long�distance dependencies as part of the procedure for
producing properly instantiated f�descriptions� These dependencies are
governed by c�structure con�gurations and are not directly sensitive to
the f�structures that are ultimately constructed�

� Generative power

We have seen that lexical�functional grammar o�ers considerable expres�
sive power for describing linguistic phenomena� In this section we ex�
amine the position of LFG in the Chomsky hierarchy of generative ca�
pacity� The most important result is that our formal system� with two
well�motivated restrictions on c�structure derivations that we discuss be�
low� is not as powerful as a general rewriting system or Turing machine� In
fact� lexical�functional languages are included within the class of context�
sensitive languages� On the lower end of the scale� we show that LFG has
greater generative power than the class of context�free grammars�
For a string to be a member of the language generated by a lexical�

functional grammar� it must satisfy �ve requirements�

��

� a� It must be the terminal string of a valid c�structure derivation�

b� There must be a properly instantiated f�description associated
with that derivation�
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c� The f�description must be consistent and determinate� with a
unique minimal solution�

d� The minimal f�structure solution must satisfy all constraints
in the f�description�

e� The f�structure must be complete and coherent�

Given a single c�structure derivation for a string of length n �a tree to
whose nodes the appropriate functional schemata are attached�� there are
�nite procedures for deciding whether ��

b��

e� hold� Determining
proper instantiation for immediate domination metavariables is trivial�
Since the given tree has only a �nite number of �nite control domains�
it is also computable whether the bounded domination metavariables are
properly instantiated� The instantiated f�description has a �nite number
of statements in it� so the algorithm outlined in Section � and in the
Appendix produces its unique minimal solution� if it is consistent and
determinate� Evaluating a constraining statement requires only a �nite
traversal of the f�structure��	 and the Completeness and Coherence Con�
ditions can similarly be checked by a �nite computation on the f�structure�
Thus� all that is needed to prove that the grammaticality of any string

is decidable is a terminating procedure for enumerating all possible c�
structures for the string� so that the functional correctness of each one
can then be veri�ed� C�structures are generated by context�free gram�
mars� and there are well�known decision procedures for the membership
problem of grammars in this class� That is� there exist algorithms for
determining whether there is at least one way of deriving the string� De�
ciding that a string is derivable� however� is not the same as enumerating
for inspection all of its derivations� Indeed� there are grammars for which
neither the number of derivations that a given string might have nor the
number of nodes in a single derivation is bounded� While it may be de�
termined that such a string has one derivation and thus belongs to the
language of the c�structure grammar� there is no way of deciding whether
or not there exists among all of its derivations one that satis�es the func�
tional requirements of our theory� Suppose that at some point we have
examined all derivations with less than m nodes and found them all to
be functionally deviant� This does not mean that all derivations with
m! � nodes will also be unsatisfactory� Since this can be true for any m�
the grammaticality of that string cannot be decided in a �nite number of
steps��


��The evaluation uses operators similar to Locate� Merge� and Include except that
they return False whenever the corresponding solution operators would modify the
f�structure�
��This di�culty arises not just with our formalism but with any system in which the
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A context�free grammar can produce an unbounded number of deriva�
tions of arbitrary size for a string either because its rules permit a single
category to appear twice in a nonbranching chain� or because expansions
involving the empty string are not su�ciently restricted� The rules in
��
�� illustrate the �rst situation�

��
�� X �� Y
Y �� Z
Z �� X

Any string which has a derivation including the category X will be in�
�nitely ambiguous� There is a larger derivation with the domination chain
X�Y�Z�X replacing the single X� and a still larger one with one of those
X�s replaced by another chain� and so on� The derivations that result from
rules of this sort are in a certain sense peculiar� The nonbranching recur�
sive cycles permit a superstructure of arbitrary size to be constructed over
a single terminal or group of terminals �or even over the empty string��
The c�structure is thus highly repetitive� and the f�description� which is
based on a �xed set of lexical schemata and arbitrary repetitions of a
�nite set of grammatical schemata� is also� While the c�structure and
f�structure can be of unbounded size� they encode only a �nite amount of
nonredundant information that is relevant to the functional or semantic
interpretation of the string�
Such vacuously repetitive structures are without intuitive or empirical

motivation� Presumably� neither linguists nor language learners would
postulate rules of grammar whose purpose is to produce these deriva�
tions� However� linguists and language learners both are likely to propose
rules whose purpose is to express certain surface structure generalizations
but which have derivations of this sort as unintended consequences� For
example� suppose that the grammar that includes ��
�� also has a large
number of alternative rules for expanding Y and Z� Suppose further that
except for the undesired cyclic X�Y�Z�X chain� X can dominate every�
thing that Y and Z dominate� Only the intended derivations are permitted
if X expands to a new category Y� whose rules are exactly the same as
the rules for Y except that another new category Z� appears in place of
Z in ��
��� The rules for Z� are those of Z without the X alternative�
This much more complicated grammar does not make explicit the almost
complete equivalence of the Y�Y� and Z�Z� categories� Except for the one
spurious derivation� the original grammar ��
�� is a much more revealing
description of the linguistic facts�

de�nition of grammaticality involves an evaluation or interpretation of the context�free
derivations�
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The following rules illustrate how derivations of arbitrary size may
also result from unrestricted empty string expansions�

��
	� P �� P P
P �� e

If a P dominates �either directly or indirectly� a lexical item in one
derivation� there will be another derivation in which that P has a mother
and sister which are both P� with the sister expanding to the empty string�
Without further stipulations� rules of this sort can apply an inde�nite
number of times� We introduced empty strings in Section 
 to represent
the lower end of long�distance dependencies� These e�s have controllee
metavariables and thus are uniquely associated with the lexical signature
of a control domain� The possibility of arbitrary repetitions does not
arise because derivations for a string of length n can have no more than
n controlled e�s� An empty string may appear in a c�structure rule for
another reason� however� It can alternate with other rule elements in
order to mark them as optional� An optionality e is a generalization of
the standard parenthesis notation for c�structure optionality it permits
functional schemata to be introduced when the optional constituents are
omitted� An optionality e does not have the controllee metavariable that
inhibits repetitions of controlled e�s and� according to the standard in�
terpretation of context�free rules� may appear in derivations inde�nitely
many times with no intervening lexical items� These derivations are re�
dundant and unmotivated� just like those with nonbranching dominance
cycles� The possibility of repeating rule elements with �xed schema sets
and no new lexical information is� again� an unintended consequence of a
simple notational device for con�ating sets of closely related rules�
Having argued that the vacuous derivations involving nonbranching

dominance chains and repeated optionality e�s are unmotivated and un�
desired� we now simply exclude them from functional consideration� We
do this by restricting what it means to be a �valid� c�structure derivation
in the sense of ��

a��

����� De�nition of Valid Derivation

A c�structure derivation is valid if and only if no category ap�
pears twice in a nonbranching dominance chain� no nonterminal
exhaustively dominates an optionality e� and at least one lexical
item or controlled e appears between two optionality e�s derived
by the same rule element�

This de�nition� together with the fact that controlled e�s are associated
with unique lexical signatures� implies that for any string the size and
number of c�structure derivations relevant to our notion of grammaticality
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is bounded as a function of n� even though no such bounds exist according
to the standard interpretation for context�free grammars� Note that this
restriction on derivations does not a�ect the language of the c�structure
grammar� it is well known that a string has a valid c�structure with no
cycles and no e�s if and only if it has any c�structure at all �see Hopcroft
and Ullman �	�	��
With the validity of a derivation de�ned as in ������ the following

theorem can be proved�

����� Decidability Theorem

For any lexical�functional grammar G and for any string s� it is
decidable whether s belongs to the language of G�

We observe that algorithms exist for enumerating just the �nite num�
ber of valid derivations� if any� that G assigns to s� A conventional
context�free parsing algorithm� for example� can easily be modi�ed to
notice and avoid nonbranching cycles� to keep track of the source of op�
tionality e�s and avoid repetitions� and to postulate no more controlled
e�s than there are words in the string� With the valid derivations in hand�
there are algorithms� as outlined above� for determining whether any of
them satis�es the functional conditions ��

b��

e�� Theorem ����� is
thus established���

Theorem ����� sets an upper bound on the generative capacity of
lexical�functional grammar� only the recursive as opposed to recursively
enumerable languages are generable� It is possible to set a tighter bound
on the generative power of our formalism� Because of the nearly nested
restriction on proper instantiation� for any lexical�functional grammar
G a nondeterministic linear bounded automaton can be constructed that
accepts exactly the language of G� Lexical�functional languages are there�

��Given the functional apparatus of our theory� we can demonstrate that the restric�
tions in ����� are necessary as well as su�cient for recursiveness� If nonbranching
dominance cycles are allowed� there is a straightforward way of simulating the com�
putation of an arbitrary Turing machine� The Turing machine tape is encoded in the
f�structure� each level of which corresponds to one cell and has up to three attributes�
contents �whose value is drawn from the TM�s tape vocabulary�� leftcell �whose
value is an encoding of the cell to the left�� and rightcell� Each state of the TM
is represented by a nonterminal category� and a transition from state qi to qj is rep�
resented by a rule rewriting qi as qj� A single rule expands the starting category
of the grammar to the initial state of the machine� and that rule has schemata that
describe the TM�s input tape� Starting at the top of the c�structure� each node in the
nonbranching tree represents the next transition of the machine� and the f�structure
at each node is the tape at that transition� The tape operations of a transition appear
as schemata on the corresponding c�structure rule� They inspect the contents of the
mother f�structure and produce an appropriate daughter f�structure� The lexical cate�
gories correspond to the �nal states of the machine� and the f�structure for a prelexical
node is an encoding of the TM�s output tape�
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fore included within the context�sensitive languages� The details of this
construction are quite complicated and will be presented in a separate
paper� In brief� the c�structure with attached schemata for any string
of length n can be discovered and represented by an automaton with
a working tape whose size is bounded by a linear function of n� This
automaton� however� cannot introduce actual variables and substitute
them for metavariables as the instantiation procedure speci�es� since that
would require a nonlinear amount of space �roughly proportional to n log
n�� Instead� it uses the arrangement of metavariables in the c�structure
to determine the implicit synonymy relations that the actual variables
would simply make explicit� The nearly nested restriction guarantees
that these relations can be computed using a linear amount of working
storage��� With synonymous metavariables identi�ed� the functional well�
formedness conditions ��

c��

e� can also be veri�ed in a linear amount
of space�
The generative power of lexical�functional grammar is obviously

bounded from below by the class of context�free grammars� Any given
context�free grammar is a legitimate c�structure grammar with no gram�
matical schemata� As noted above� the strings with valid c�structure
derivations are exactly those that belong to the context�free language�
The sets of schemata for those derivations are empty and are vacuously
instantiated to produce an empty f�description whose unique minimal so�
lution is the null f�structure� The functional component thus does no
�ltering� and the c�structure grammar under our interpretation is weakly
equivalent to the grammar interpreted in the ordinary context�free way�
In fact� LFG has greater generative power than the class of context�

free grammars� for it allows grammars for languages that are known not
to be context�free� The language anbncn is a classic example of such a
language� Its strings consist of a sequence of a�s followed by the same
number of b�s and then c�s� A grammar for this language is shown in
������

����� S �� A
� � �

B
� � �

C
� � �

�	Certain other restrictions on metavariable correspondences will also provide this
guarantee� For example� a nearly crossed restriction would also su�ce� but it would
entail more cumbersome models of processing� Formally� what must be excluded is
arbitrary degrees of nesting and crossing�
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A ��

�����
����

a

�� count� � �

a A
�� count� � �

�����
����

B ��

�����
����

b

�� count� � �

b B
�� count� � �

�����
����

C ��

�����
����

c

�� count� � �

c C
�� count� � �

�����
����

The c�structure rules produce a�s� b�s� and c�s in sequences of arbitrary
length� as illustrated by the c�structure for aaabbc in ������

����� S�f�

A�f� B�f� C�f�

a A b B c

a A b

a

The lengths of those sequences� however� are encoded in the f�structure�
For each of the A� B� and C nodes in the tree� the number of count
attributes in the � f�structure of that node is a count of the elements in
that node�s terminal sequence� Thus� the f�structures shown in ����� for
the f�� f�� and f� nodes have three� two� and one count�s� respectively�

����� f� �count �count �count � ���

f� �count �count � ��

f� �count � �
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The attempt to equate these three f�structures in accordance with the
schemata on the S rule leads to a violation of the Uniqueness Condition�
and the string is marked ungrammatical� Only if the terminal sequences
are all of the same length can the f�structures be combined�
The f�structure in this grammar records the one string property� se�

quence length� that is crucially needed for this particular context�sensitive
test� If instead we let the f�structure be a complete� isomorphic image of
the c�structure tree� we can describe a repetition language� another clas�
sical example of a non�context�free language� This is a language whose
sentences are all of the form ��� where � stands for an arbitrary string
over some vocabulary� We start with a simple context�free grammar for
the strings �� for example� the rule in ����a��

����� a� W �� L
�

W
�� w� � �


b� S �� W

� � �
W

� � �

All words in the vocabulary are assumed to belong to the lexical cate�
gory L� so this rule generates arbitrary strings under right�branching tree
structures� If for every word x there is a distinct symbol x� and if x has
�� l� � x as its only lexical schema� the � f�structure of a W node will be
an exact image of its subtree� For example� ����� shows the c�structure
that this grammar would assign to the ungrammatical string abcdbc� and
���
� gives the f�structures for the two topmost W nodes�

����� S�f�

W�f� W�f�

L W L W

a L W d L W

b L b L

c c
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���
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f��

�
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l b

w � l c �

���

f��

�
� l d

w



l b

w �l c �

���
These f�structures contradict the schemata on the S rule� which assert
that they are identical� The f�structures for the two W�s in sequence will
be the same only if their subtrees and hence their terminal strings are
also the same�
We can thus characterize within our formalism at least some of the

non�context�free context�sensitive languages� There is nothing devious
or obscure about the grammars for these languages� they use ordinary
functional mechanisms in perfectly straightforward ways� The additional
generative power comes from two features of LFG� function composition
and the equality predicate� Function composition permits f�structures to
encode a wide range of tree properties� while the equality predicate can
enforce a match between the properties encoded from di�erent nodes� We
can be even more speci�c about the source of our context�sensitive power�
If all schemata in a grammar equate attribute values only to constants
�e�g�� schemata of the form d� � d�� where d� designates a symbol or
semantic form�� then a weakly equivalent context�free grammar can be
constructed� In this grammar the information contained in the f�structure
is encoded in an enlarged set of context�free categories� The additional
power of lexical�functional grammar stems from schemata that equate
two f�structures� for example� the identi�cation schemata in the examples
above�
We have shown that lexical�functional languages properly include the

context�free languages and are included within the context�sensitive lan�
guages� LFG�s generative capacity is both a strong point of our theory
and also something of an embarrassment� Huybregts ��	
�� has argued
that dependencies of the sort illustrated by ����� are quite productive in
Dutch��� and such phenomena have been claimed to exist in other lan�
guages as well �e�g�� Mohawk �Postal �	��� and the English respectively
construction�� Mechanisms of this power must therefore be a part of any
adequate theory of human language�
On the other hand� the problem of recognizing languages with con�

text sensitivities can be computationally much more complex than the

��Bresnan et al� ������ discuss the formal consequences of the Dutch dependencies
and provide a simple lexical�functional description of them�
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recognition problem for context�free languages� If our system turns out
to have full context�sensitive power� then there are no known solutions to
the recognition problem that require less than exponential computational
resources in the worst case� It might therefore seem that� contrary to the
Competence Hypothesis� lexical�functional grammars cannot be naturally
incorporated into performance models that simulate the apparent ease of
human comprehension�
There are several reasons why this conclusion does not necessarily

follow� First� an explanatory linguistic theory undoubtedly will impose
a variety of substantive constraints on how our formal devices may be
employed in grammars of human languages� Some candidate constraints
have been mentioned in passing �e�g�� the constraints on functional control
schemata and the principle of functional locality�� and others are under
current investigation� It is quite possible that the worst case computa�
tional complexity for the subset of lexical�functional grammars that con�
form to such constraints will be plausibly sub�exponential� Second� while
the Competence Hypothesis asserts that a grammar will be a signi�cant
component of a performance model� the grammar is not identi�ed with
the processor that interprets it� An adequate theory of performance might
impose certain space and time limitations on the processor�s capabilities
or specify certain non�grammatical heuristic strategies to guide the pro�
cessor�s computations �see for example the scheduling heuristics described
by Ford� Bresnan� and Kaplan ��	����� Given these further assumptions�
the performance model might actually exhibit the worst case behavior
very rarely and then only under special circumstances� Finally� it is quite
possible that the exponential explosion is in fact psychologically realistic�
For our formal system� this processing complexity is not the result of a
lengthy search along erroneous paths of computation� Rather� it comes
about only when the c�structure grammar assigns an exponential num�
ber of c�structure ambiguities to a string� To the extent that c�structure
is a psychologically real level of representation� it seems plausible that
ambiguities at that level will be associated with increased cognitive load�
We conjecture� then� that the generative power of our system is not

only necessary for adequate linguistic descriptions but is also compatible
with realistic models of psycholinguistic performance� In keeping with the
Competence Hypothesis� we believe that performance models that incor�
porate linguistically justi�ed lexical�functional grammars will ultimately
provide an explanatory account of the mental operations that underlie
human linguistic abilities�
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Appendix	 F�description solution operators

An intuitive description of our f�description solution algorithm was pre�
sented in Section �� The algorithm involves three basic operators� Locate�
Merge� and Include� If d� and d� are designators� then an f�description
equality of the form d� � d� is processed by performing�

Merge�Locate�d��� Locate�d���

and a membership statement of the form d� � d� is processed by perform�
ing�

Include�Locate�d��� Locate�d���

We now give the formal de�nitions of these operators�
Locate� Merge� and Include all cause modi�cations to a collection of

entities and variable assignments C� either by modifying an already ex�
isting entity or by substituting one entity for every occurrence of another�
We specify substitution as a separate suboperator� since it is common to
all three operators�

����� De�nition of Substitute

For two entities old and new� Substitute�new� old� replaces all
occurrences of old in C with new� assigns new as the value of
variables that previously had old as their assignment �in addition
to any variables that had new as their value previously�� and
removes old from C�

Applying the Substitute operator makes all previous designators of old
and new be designators of new�
The Locate operator takes a designator d as input� If successful� it

�nds a value for d in a possibly modi�ed entity collection�
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���	� De�nition of Locate

�a� If d is an entity in C� then Locate�d� is simply d�
�b� If d is a symbol or semantic form character string� Locate�d�

is the symbol or semantic form with that representation�
�c� If d is a variable�

If d is already assigned a value in C� Locate�d� is that
value�
Otherwise� a new place�holder is added to C and assigned
as the value of d� Locate�d� is that new place�holder�

�d� Otherwise� d is a function�application expression of the form
�f s�� Let F and S be the entities Locate�f � and Locate�s�
respectively�

If S is not a symbol or place�holder� or if F is not an
f�structure or place�holder� the f�description has no solu�
tion�
If F is an f�structure�

If S is a symbol or place�holder with a value de�ned
in F� then Locate�d� is that value�
Otherwise� S is a place�holder or a symbol for which
F has no value� F is modi�ed to de�ne a new place�
holder as the value of S� Locate�d� is that place�holder�

Otherwise� F is a place�holder� A new f�structure F� is
constructed with a single pair that assigns a new place�
holder value to S� and Substitute�F�� F� is performed�
Locate�d� is then the new place�holder value�

���	a� provides closure by allowing an entity to serve as a designator of
itself� The recursive invocations of Locate that yield F and S in ���	d�
enable the values of all functional compositions to be obtained� The con�
sistency check is speci�ed in the �rst clause of ���	d�� A Locate attempt
fails if it requires an entity already known not to be an f�structure to be
applied as a function� or an entity known not to be a symbol to be used
as an argument� The Merge operator is also de�ned recursively� It takes
two entities e� and e� as input� Its result is an entity e� which might be
newly constructed� The new entity is substituted for both e� and e� in C
so that all designators of e� and e� become designators of e instead�
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��	�� De�nition of Merge

a� If e� and e� are the same entity� then Merge�e�� e�� is that
entity and C is not modi�ed�

b� If e� and e� are both symbols or both semantic forms� the
f�description has no solution�

c� If e� and e� are both f�structures� let A� and A� be the sets of
attributes of e� and e�� respectively� Then a new f�structure
e is constructed with

e � fha� vija � A� 	A� and v � Merge�Locate��e� a���
Locate��e� a���g

Substitute�e� e�� and Substitute�e� e�� are both performed� and
the result of Merge�e�� e�� is then e�

d� If e� and e� are both sets� then a new set e � e� 	 e� is
constructed� Substitute�e� e�� and Substitute�e� e�� are both
performed� and the result of Merge�e�� e�� is then e�

e� If e� is a place�holder� then Substitute�e�� e�� is performed
and the result of Merge�e�� e�� is e��

f� If e� is a place�holder� then Substitute�e�� e�� is performed
and the result of Merge�e�� e�� is e��

g� Otherwise� e� and e� are entities of di�erent types� and the
f�description has no solution�

The consistency check in ��	�b� ensures that nonidentical symbols and
semantic forms are not combined� and the checks in ��	�c�d� guarantee
that entities of di�erent known types �i�e�� excluding place�holders� cannot
be merged� The recursion in ��	�c� propagates these checks to all the
substructures of two f�structures� building compatible values for common
function names as it proceeds down level by level until it reaches non�f�
structure values���

��The recursive speci�cation in ����c� must be slightly complicated if f�structures are
allowed to be cyclic� that is� to contain themselves as one of their attribute values�
either directly or indirectly through some intervening f�structure levels� Structures of
this kind would be induced by equations of the form �f �� ! f � If a Merge of two such
structures is attempted� the recursive sequence might never reach a non�f�structure
and terminate� However� any in�nitely recursive sequence must repeat the merger
of the same two f�structures within a �nite number of steps� Merges after the �rst
will have no e�ect� so the sequence can be truncated before attempting step ����c�
for the second time� The Merge operator must simply keep a record of which pairs
of f�structures it is still in the process of merging� The Locate operator is immune
to this problem� since the number of its recursions is determined by the number of
function�applications in the designator� which� being derived from the grammar or
lexicon� is �nite� While presenting no major formal di�culties� cyclic structures seem
to be linguistically unmotivated�
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The Include operator has a particularly simple speci�cation in terms
of the Merge operator� It takes two entities e and s as input and is de�ned
as follows�

��	�� De�nition of Include

Perform Merge�feg� s��

The �rst entity given to Merge is a new set with e as its only member�
The set�relevant clauses of the Merge de�nition are thus applicable� if s
is also a set� for example� ��	�d� indicates how its other elements will be
combined with e�
With these operator de�nitions� the fundamental theorem that our

algorithm produces solutions for all and only consistent f�descriptions
can easily be proved by induction on the number of statements in the
f�description� Suppose an entity collection C is a solution for an f�
description of n � � statements� Then the collection after successfully
performing Merge�Locate�d��� Locate�d��� is a solution for the description
formed by adding d� � d� as an nth statement� and the collection af�
ter successfully performing Include�Locate�d��� Locate�d��� is a solution
for the description formed by adding d� � d� as an nth statement� If
the Locate� Merge� or Include operators fail� the larger f�description is
inconsistent and has no solution at all�
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